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AMONG THE FARMERS.

Records kept on the demonstratiot
pieces f sweet corn in Franklin County

this year show that on four of these acre
plots where there was witch grass it hat
cost on an average 512 30 tor hand hoe
Mag gjig ing. In computing this, time has beet
reckoned at 20 ceuts per hour. This hat
..iU.liT υ. Γ A tCK,
been an exceptionally difficult year t<
^
icaused Auctioneer,
control witch gri«s as it grows well during weather which is too cold for corn to
MAINE.
PARIS,
u > Moderate.
grow rapidly such as much of the weatht
er we have bad this year, and of course
it has grown well during the wet weathJ. WALDO
er.
The disadvantage of
having so
much hand work to do in the sweet core
is two-fold in that it makes each acre
cost hit;h and that but few acres can br
:t iple Street, rear Masonic Block,
grown if it is necessary to spend ovei
at just the
NORWAY. sixty hours of hand work
M Connection.
busiest season of the year. Also such a
large amount of hoeing disturbs the corn
&
somewhat so that the largest growth it
of large
not made.
The
presence
Norway, Maine,
amounts of witch gras* has made it nec
than
other;
essary to cultivate deeper
wise would have been desirable as deep
cultivation frequently injures the roote
Sheet Metal Work,
of the plauts; this has been especially
SPECIALTY. (rue this
CEILINGS A
year since the rains began as
the corn roots are very near the surface
of the ground.
Bisbee &
In order to avoid the repetition of this
KNIÏYS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAW
condition another year on the demonMAINS.
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Treatment of the Lost Cud.
(Dr. F. L. Russell, Professor of Bacteriology
and Veterinary Science.)
Cattle are very subject to diseases of
(be digestive organs. When suffering
from any form of indigestion, they are
not likely to cbew the cud, and it is
sometimes said they have lost their cud.
What they have really lost is the desire
for food, or in some cases the ability to
chew the cud. This may be a serious
loss but it is only one of the symptoms
of indigestion and it is best treated by
taking means to restore the appetite,
or prevented, by using means to keep
the appetite good.
When cattle eat coarse fodder they
chew it but little and pass it down into
the rumen where it is stored, warmed and softened. While in the rumen
or paunch, it neither nourishes the animal nor satisfies its hunger. When hungry, the animal returns this food to the
inon'h, a small quantity at a time, and
chews it fine, after which it passes to
the true stomach and is digested. Cows
do not chew the cud for pastime or
merely as a habit but because they are
hungry. As cattle are commonly fed,
they have a hundred or more cuds alw tys available in the pan neb, their
pri
A dairy cow or growvate storehouse.
ing animal in vigorous health must
spend most of its time when neither
eating nor sleeping in chewing its cud.
If she does not do so, she is sick, stops
secreting milk, loses flesh, and becomes
weak, and unless the condition is sooç
relieved, the animal dies. The treatment for "lost cud" that is most effective consists in so caring for the animal
in the
as to keep its digestive system
best possible order. If it is diseased it
must be restored to health, then the cud
will be found. In this climate, many
cjws on dry feed and getting little crain
and no ensilage or roots first get somewhat constipated and then because of
torpidity of the paunch, are unable to
This condition is most
raise a cud.
in cold wtather when cows
common
are likely to be
very hearty and lack
Unless «the animal is"
for exercise.
properly treated, the condition may
continue for a week or ten days, and is
likely to result fatally. This torpidity
of the digestive system due to over feeding ou dry feed is a typical form of "lost
cud" or stoppage. Animals so affected
can nearly always be cured in a week or
less without medicine or expensive treatCover with a warm blanket, give
ment.
a dry, soft bed and withhold all feed for
thirty-six to forty-eight hours, and then
give but a little laxative feed, roots,
apples, potatoes, ensilage, or bran
mashes, and recovery is very sure and

be used. Sod ground on which corn is
OENEKAL PRACTICE.
to bo grown next year has been or w li b
T.
Parker
Blsbee
0.
Kulph
je
plowed m me·! iaiely after tho bay in re
SpauMin^ Blsbee
moved. This will be plowed shallow,
It» Ty
tbat is, four or five inches deep, just
deep enough to turn over the witch
Ε. W.
grass sod. Two or three days after
plowing the piece will be harrowed thoroughly with a cut away disc harrow if
the farmer owns one, if not a smooth
disc will be used. The harrowing must
of
an>
wi:i furnish DOORS and WINDOWS
be repeated at frequeut intervals during
'/.a at Style at reasonable prices.
the rest of the summer. Often enougli
so that the grass will not show green at
>
so
all. This method in order to bo successful must be thoroughly done. The exact
If In want of any *1ηΊ of Finish for lnddc oj method is not essential in getting the
IMM· work, send In your or 1ère. Pine Lum
desired results. Any method that will
r and inln*.ee on hand Cheap for Cash.
prevent absolutely the grass from grow- fairly
it
Work. ing the rest of the summer will kill

tUWULEK,

Builders' Finish I
Window & Door Frames.

Planing, Sawing and Job

etfectively. The mistake
very
should not be made of waiting until the
M ate tied l'lnc Sheathln* for Sale.
^rass begins to show greeu on the piece
before harrowing but it should be harE. \V.
rowed so often and so thoroughly that it
Maine.
....
West -Sumner,
will not get any start at all. The great
of witch grass is due to the fac'
vitality
«"4·.^ΐ IS Γ *. L>v";t »>0.«1vv.y · vif
tbat the underground stems, often spok
in them
en of as roots, store plant food
Constipation?
iu a v· ry similar way that plant food is
This is a que-: i«>n askul ω maay timca
stored iu the potato tuber. Because oi
each day. The answer is
this when the weather is not the best
for plant growth the witch grass can
draw on this stored supply of food and
W e guarantee theui to be satisfactory
thus continue to grow. This is just the
time to kill the witch gra*s for now
to you. Sold only by us, 10 ctnta.
it is storing up food iu the under
Chas. H. Howard Co.
ground stems on which it will draw
next year if it is n it killed this summer
It amounts to very little to plow in Sep
tember and barrow after that expecting
to kill the grass for what is really done
is simply to cut the underground stem»
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.
into so many more pieces and there will
be as many plants next spring as there
are pieces of underground stems this
fail, if fad plowing is practiced.
Thus in planniug to kill witch grass,
it is importaut to plow as early as the
hay is otT, to plow shallow so that the
roots can be got at directly without the
protection of the earth turned up by a
deep furrow, to harrow thoroughly once
MAINE,
each three or four days until the sod is
well cut np and then at least once a
week as long as there are still any signs
of life in the witch grass roots, but if
the harrowing has been done so frtqueut
ly that no greeu has shown on the piece
since it was plowed the grass will be
nearly all killed. A spring tooth har
row may be used from time to time after
.u
■M; out soon forget the bt not its Un
the sod Is well cut up to pull the roots to
·*· u»e of Foley Kidney Pilii."*—Λ1.
the surface where they will be exposed
y. Forest Grove, Oregon.
to the drying action of the sun and
■< much work and too littlo
where they will be cut up by the disc
«if*
t> have about the sum ν
Pup
harrow. It might he added that we do
rsons past middle ape.
■» of the kidneys is neces.s
not expect that this method will be an>
They act as ;i fil
health.
cheaper when just cjusideriog the cost
r-'tnove from the blood p"is
of the first year's crop, but the advan'·
matter which if permttleU
to n:an>
tages are that this work comes at a time
..ι in the system leads
ideations.
c
when there is a lull in the farm work,
πκτ
run-down
tired,
nervous,
i:iy
that less hand work will bo required
in t.\.
women suffer from pains
Mad !
next spring per acre, also a larger acre
and sides, dizzy spells.
stiit
*·
kness. sore muscles andrheuica- age can be planted, and that the corn
that
realize
to
fail
Tits and
will do better than if hoed around too
uisdiabetes or uvea Bright s
much. After the grass Is killed the maο :. ay result.
v
believe that nure will be applied either late in the
i: you have cause to
disordered or tall or
tir kidneys are weak,
early in the spriug and the land
Immediately,
•live you should act
a second time, this time plowing
plowed
been us* t
have
Pills
Kidney
ii y
old with
at least seveu inches deep.
County
1 ν vi>uti£. middle aged and
They act qui*!;· Agent W. M. Morse.
ι- ι.1 ·■ t*- satisfaction.
reitoî
«iven
mid sur«jly and have
Leaven for the Loaf.
û codes wC tua ye**»' atauCuii,.
South Parte.
In discussing in the New York IndeA. K. 3UUBTLKrr λ CO.,
pendent what the farmer needs in the
way of credit, Congressman Moss, Indiof the (louse
ana farmer and member
out

CHAXULEK,
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NORWAY,
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Red Cedar and Spruce Clapboards, New Brunswick Cedar
Shingles, North Carolina Pine,
and
Sheathing,
Flooring
Paroid Roofing, Wall Board,
Apple Barrel Heads, and
LUMBER OF ALL KINDS

Maine.

South Paris,
Do Kg* Gripa

Wo have λ pleasant 1 utalive tl.at will
what you want it to do.
do

j\C/xa2&'

We sell thousands of them and re
have never seen a better rciredy fertile
bowels. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
Chat. H. Howard Co.

Committee on Agriculture, incidentally
uays the fol low ins; tribute to the advance
'We bave charged
id dairy f irming:
farmers a high interest rate, and to-day
io
we are face to face with a deficiency
Let us give
our domestic food supply.
trade
our farmeis the necessary tools of
—credit withou* usury—and American
industry and intelligence will coon make
foremost agricultural nation o[
us the
the world. Every branch of farming
will then keep pace with dairy farming,
and thus through a'l the years to come
our farms will feed and clothe under
Americau standards of living our grow-

ing population."

Self analysis is a good thing if one
doesn't get morbid over it, and if we artinclined to get morbid over the investiga
tions in cost of milk production ami the
other problems of dairy farming, let us
recall to ruiod that the American food
supply will be largely increased when
"every branch of farming keeps pact
with dairy farming."
The same evening that we read the
article by Congressman Moss wo came
across the two items giveu below, items
which may belp to leaven up the loat
when the dairy dough is obstinate and

rapid.

cows die every year in the
of Maine from this cause, which is
called "lost cud" or stoppage, if they
had been fed right in the first place or
later had been treated on common sense
principles, they might easily have been

While many

state

saved.

Expensive.
Every up-to-date dairyman takes pride
in the appearance of the place where bip
A Clean Barn Is not

boused and milked. Many
are
years of experience have ebown that the
following points must be considered:
Milk drawn from filthy cows, or from
cows kept in a stable that is not well
lighted or ventilated, or that is filthy
from an accumulation of manure, or
milk exposed to foul or nox'oue odors
cannot be lawfully sold or manufactured
into an article of food for sale.
1 Keep the barn clean, well ventilated, well lighted, and free from dust.
2 Whitewash the barn at least once a
year. It will add to its appearance, increase its value, lighten the dark corners, and make it more sanitary.
3 It is desirable to have dairy cattle
iu a barn by themselves. The odor from
horse stalls, filthy calf pens, or hog pens
is objeoiiuuable, because it will taint the
milk when it is drawn.
4 When constructing a uew barn, or
if the old one is remodeled, see that the
walls are smooth and that the ceiling is
tight. The floor and the base of the
walls should be constructed of cement
iu order that the liquid manure maybe
saved and removed.
5 Give the cow a chance to keep
cltan. She cannot do it if the stall is
too long or too short or not high enough.
Cow stalls should be so constructed that
the cows will lie with their heads in the
manger, otherwise they will be compelled to step backward before lying down,
in which case they have no chance to
keep clean. A large gutter and adjustable stalls that line all the cows up to
the gutter are important factors in keeping the cows and floor clean.
0 An abundance of bedding in the
cow stalls makes for clean
milk, clean,
contented cows, clean floors, and the
If
manure.
of
bedding or
liquid
saving
other absorbents are placed in the empty
gutter, the liquid manure will be absorbed and held at the bottom. To some extent that pt act ice prevents the cows
from soiling themselves.
7 The manure should be removed
daily and the manger kept clean. Cobwebs should be swept down and bespattered walls washed.
not be placed
8 Manure should
against the barn or where the cows will
be compelled to wade through it in going to and from the barn.
9 Even when the cows live out of
doors in summer and are in the barn
only at milking time, failure to clean
th? floor and gutter regularly will result
in foul odors.
10 During the sum mer months cows
should not be kept in the barnyard over
night. They should have a clean place
to lie.—From leaflet issued by the State
Dairy and Food Commissioner of Wieconsin.
cows

Did you ever know α man to build a
bou*e, either iu towu or on the farm, for
I never
an little as the e*tim:ited cost?
did. So when we started a new house
thin fail I fully expected to have the cost
amount higher than the estimate and of
The incourse I wan not disappointed.
creased cost usually comes about from
are
always
things
forgotten, there
things which are overlooked in makine
and
out the estimate
delays always make
the labor cost higher than it was supposed it would be. And usually, as

building advances, changes are made;
the bouse is built a little better, is fin-

ished better than was planned on and
usually the carpenter can see things to
be done which please the builder but
Eyes Examined for Glasses
which cost money. Hence comes the
heavy.
the
of
'It is estimated that the value
belief, which is well grounded, that no
Wis
home was ever built inside the first estimilk produced in Richland county.
consin, rignt now will exceed $10,000 mated cost. My neighbors, who have
and
100
days.
all had experience in building, say that a
per day, or §1,000,000 every
We u*ed to wish that we lived in a gold fair idea of building cost car· be had by
Maine.
Paris,
South
mining country, but there is no territory taking the estimated cost of the mate>f twenty-four miles square from which rial bill aod then doubling it. Iu other
Rich- words, labor cost is equal to material
gold is being taken at that rate.
land county has the gold producing cost or is if the work is hired done.
there
country beat to a frazile because
is no hidden mystery about the dairy
And now, simply because a few tracbusiness."—Richland Rustic.
have been sold in Maine
"When the existing number of our tion engines
and
and are doing good vurk on the larger
dairy cows is multiplied by five, which
has taken it upon themwill peibaps be far sooner than many be- farms, someoue
to worry about what will become
lieve, Oregon will be upon a plane of selves
Don't
ever of the farm horses in the state.
prosperity which but few states can
vit*1 energy in this way.
reach. For where the dairy cow rules waste your
of
Mr.
six
months
the first
poverty hides. The tw>, poverty and During
term of office as live stock sanibe dairy cow, never go together."— Bearce's
tary commissioner, be issued permits for
Second hand Pianos and Organs Daily Oregonian.
over 6000 horses to be brought iuto the
Two square
state, and the greater part of these were
for sale at a bargain.
Said a scientific Investigator:
harness use, and it
"I am constantly confronted with the for farm or heavy
wo fear, before the
pianos I will sell at low price. A fact
that I do not know well enough what will be many years,
lot of second hand organs that I will I know to rightly comprehend what I people of the state will become educated
up to a point where they can see their
Come in and may fnrther know."
sell at any old price.
to raise their own horses or enlist
This is an experience that all men, sci- ability
rank· of traction users.—Maine
see them.
entists or not, have to contend wltb. in the
wc Farmer.
There is an imperative necessity that
New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs learn what we learn thoroughly and
Note*.
next
Instruction Books,
truly, in order that we may take the arc
in knowledge, for all truths
step·
nos always in stock at
correlated. One fact is built upon an
Before you boy stock of any kind look
other. What a chance there Is for the ahead and see whether or not you can
that are
accurate
and
farmer to establish solidly
feed it. If you cannot, you had better
No other mac not invest.
Send for catalog.
ly the ways of knowledge.
wel
as
the
with
deepest
is surrounded
To make the stable floor· sound and
as be is.
as highest truths of nature
solid cost· far less than to let a horse go
oainote
through and perhaps break a leg or be·
Keep the pig· growing every
the early market fa the mo«t pay log one. come Tame.
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was the 10th of the month, and
Abe Potash of Potash & Perlmutter was going through the
Arm mall with an exploratory
thumb and linger, looking for checks.
"Well, Mawruss," bo said to his partner, Morris Perlmutter, "all them high
tone customers of yours, they don't

IT

j

j

and that he dasseut use *em!"
"Quit your kicking," Ferlmutter
"This is only the 10th of
broke In.

the month."
-I know it," said Abe. "We should
have had a check by the 10th of last
month, but"—here Abe's eye lit upon
an envelope directed in the handwrit-

α

customer."

"What kind of
wedding present?"
Mrs. Perlmutter asked.
"Something in solid sterling silver,
I
like that bumbum dish what Abe gave

ing of Hyman Malmln—"I guess thero
was some good reason for the delay,"
he went on evenly. "Anyhow here's

a

us."

"But Mawruss," she protested, "you

know we got that bonbon dish locked
away in the sideboard, and we never
take It out. Let's give 'em something

useful."

j "Suit yomeelf," Morris replied, "only
letter from him now."
I dou't bother mo about it"
hurand
He tore open the envelope
"All right," Mrs. Perlmutter said,
riedly removed the inclosed letter. j "Leave me the name and address an<l
Then he took the envelope, blew it I'll see that they send it direct from
wide open and shook It up and down, the store. I'll put one of your cards
but no check fell out
Inside."
"Did y'ever see the like?" he ex"And another tiling," Morris con·
claimed. "Sends us a letter and no : eluded. "See that you don't hold nothchock!"
ing out on us by way of commission."
Mrs. rerluiutter smiled serenely.
"Why, it ain't a letter," Morrle said.
"I won't," she said in dulcet tonefl.
"It's an advertisement"
a

Abe's face grew white.
"A meeting of creditors," ho gasped.
Morris grabbed the missive from his
partner and spread it out on the table.
"Hello!" he exclaimed, a great smile
of relief spreading itself about his ears.
"Ifs a wedding invitation." He held
"
'Mr. and Mrs. MarIt up to the light
"
"
he read,
'request the
cus Bramsou,'

pleasure of Potash & Perlmutter's company at the marriage of their daughter
Tillle to Mr. Hyman Malmln, Sunday,
March 19, at 7 o'clock p. m., Wieder-. i
mayer's hall. 2099 South Oswego street
U.S.V.P. to residence of bride, care of
j
Advance Credit Clothing company,
"
2097 South Oswego street'
"What Is that 'K.S.V.P. to residence
of bride' ?" Abe Potash asked.
Morris reflected for a moment
"That means," he said at length,
"that we should know where to send

II.
It was the fourth day after Potash &
Perlmutter's receipt of the wedding Invitation. When Morris Perlmutter entered the private ottice he found Abe
Potash in the absorlied perusal of the
Dally Cloak and Suit Itecurd. Abe looked up and saluted his partner with α

malignant grin.
"Well, Mawruse," he said. "I suppose
you sent that present to Hyinan Maimin?"
"I sent it off long Bince already,"
Morris replied.
"I hope it was u nice one, Mawruss,"
Abe went on. "I hope It was a real
nico one. I'm sorry now, Mawruss, we
didn't spend $150. Tbnt would have
made it an even seven hundred, Instead
of only Bix hundred and eeventy-flve,

that Ilymau Mnimin owes us."
"Wbat d'ye mean?" cried Morris.
the present to."
I "I don't mean nothing, Mawruss—
"How do you make that out?" said nothing at all," Abe said, with ironical
Abe.
I emphasis. Πβ handed the paper to
"
"
Morris replied, em- Morris. "Here, look for yourself."
'R.S.V.P.,'
phasizing each letter with a motion
A petition In bankruptcy was filed late

Hyinan
afternoon
apalnst
of his hand, "means, 'Remember to yesterday
"
[ Maltnln, 83 West Tonawanda street, Syrasend veddlng present'
It Is claimed that he transferred
"But," Abe rejoined, "when I went to cuse.
aesets to the amount of $8,000 last week.
with
we
'wedding'
school,
spelt
night
Mr. Malmln says that he has been dolnR
a W."
business at α heavy loss of late, but that
"A greenhorn like Maimin," said Mor- he hopes to be able to resume. A settlement of SO cents Is proposed.
ris, "don't know no better."
Morris sat down in a revolving chair,
"He knows enough to ask for a weddrummed
dlns nroKpnt. Mawruss." Abe comment- too crushed for comment, and
with a lead pencil on the desk.
"I wonder if he done up his Intended
father-in-law, too?" he said at length.
"No fear of that, Mawruss," Abe replied. "He ain't no sucker like us,
Mawruss. I bet you his father-in-law

—what's his name"—
"The Advance Credit Clothing com
pany," Morris suggested.
"I bet you
"Sure," Abe went on.
this clothing concern says to him: 'If
you want to marry my daughter you
gotter go Into bankruptcy first Then,
when you're all cleaned up, I'll give
you a couple of thousand dollars to
start as a new beginner In another
Une.' Ain't it?"
Morris nodded gloomily.
"No, Mawruss," Abe continued. "I
bet you his father-in-law Is a big crook

like himself."
He rose to his feet and opened the
large green and red covered book furnished by the commercial agency to
which they subscribed.

"I'm going to do now, Mawruse,
what you should have done before you
eent that present," he said. "I'm going to look up this here Advance Credit
Clothing company. I bet you he ain't
In the book—what?"
Before Morris could reply the letter
carrier- entered with the morning mall.
While Abe continued to run his thumb
down the columns of the commercial
agency book, Morris began to open the

even

envelopes. Both their heads were bent
•What la that 'R.8.V.P. to resideno· of over their tasks, when an exclamation
bride'?" Abe Potash asked.
arose simultaneously from each.
"Now, what d'ye think of that?" said
to
liow
know
ed, "even if ho don't
Abe.
a
him
wedding
spell it We'll send
"Did y* ever see anything like it?"
present, Muwrusa. We'll send him a
what Morris cried.
that's
Bunimons from the court,
"What Is it Γ Abe asked.
we'll send him."
For answer, Morris thrust a letter
MorrLs shook his head.
"That ain't no way to talk, Abe," he Into his partner's hand. It was headed
■aid. "If a customer gets married we "The Advance Credit Clothing Comgot to eend him a wedding present. It pany—Marcus Bramson, Proprietor"
flon't cost much, and if Ilyman Mai- and read as follows:
min gets u couple of thousand dollars Messrs. Potash & Perlmutter:
Gents—Tour shipment of the 6th Is to
with this Miss—Miss"—
would say that we are
"Advance Credit Clothing coifipany," hand, and In reply
returning It via Blue Une on account Mlae
out
Abe helped
Ttllle Bramson's engagement is broken.
Morris nodded.
We understand that low life H. Malmln
'Then he buys-more goods, ain't ltT" got into you for fG&O. Believe me, he done
Us for more than that. Our Mr. Bramson
he concluded.
will be In New York shortly and will call
"Let him pay* for what he's got," Abe to look at your line. Hoping we will be
his mind. He'll pay
enough after he gets mar-

op fast
ried."
"All right! Walt till he- paye up, and
then we'll give him a present"
"Now looky here, Abe," Morris protested, "you can't be small In .a matter
of this kind. Γ11.draw a «checl: for |29

\ Sin Wei's j
j Gift j
♦

•

able to do business with you. Tours truly,
THE ADVANCE CREDIT CLOTHINO
Per T. a
COMPANT.
"So he's going to send back the pres"That man Marcus
ent!" Abe said.
Bramson, proprietor, has a big heart,
Mawruss. He's a man with âne feel-

ings and a fine disposition, Mawruss.
He's got a âne rating, too, Mawruss—
seventy-âve to a hundred thousand,
and"—
credit Γ* He closed the book al"Twenty-five'dollars Γ'Abe screamed. âret
most lovingly. "D'ye think they would
"You're crazy 1 When you was married
the money back for that present,
last year I'd like to know who gives give
Γ
Mawruse
yon a present for $25."
"I dont know," said Morris. "Min"Why, you did, Abe," Morris replied.
and she told me It was a
"Me?" Abe cried. "Say, Mawruss, 1 nie bought it,
It was a sale, she said,
want to tell you something. If you can big bargain.
but I guess they'll take It back."
buy a fine sterling silver bombum dish,
"What did It look like?" Abe said.
like what I give you for $25 111 take
Τ didn't see It," Morris replied.
It off your hands for $27^0"any'day Γ
sent It direct from the store, but
"They
Abe""But,
Minnie's word for It She said
I
took
;
went
Abe
"Another thing, Mawruss,"
"If you don't like that dish, then It was âne value"
on.
"And Minnie," Abe concluded, *is
ain't no law compelling you to keep It
1
a fine, up to date woman Γ
It
back.
Mj
Send
understand.
you
III.
Bosle can use It Maybe we ain't sc
Two days later Abe Potash spotted
stylish like your Minnie, Mawruss, but
if we don't have bumbuins every da] the name of Marcus Bramson In the
w« could pot dill pickles into it"
ι
iaonmt," Mewl»

Richard

and bad been putting in the packthe few books and curios that
ing
Durwent could not bear to part with.
Durwent, traveler and explorer, bad
made an unwise Investment, and be
awoke to find himself penniless. Even

cover the amount of his
On the morrow the goods were
to be carted away to the auction rooms.
The apartment would be to let.
"You will keep the set of Kipling?"
asked McNalr, pulsing his fountain pen

would

debts.

"So?" Morris murmured.
"Ail excepting that wedding present,
Mawruss," euld Abe. "By the way,
Muwrusa, nlii't that wedding present

yet?"

"Why, sure," said Morris. "It come
back yesterday when you were out"
"Why ain't you showed It to me?
Ain't I got no right to see It, Maw?"
"Of course you got a right to see It,"
Morris assented, "but I thought I'd get
It right uptown to Minnie and have It
russ

Abe

"Well, ifs like this," Morris explained: "Minnie liked It so well that she
decided on keeping It So I'll give the
Arm my personal check for $25."
Abe puffed hard on his cigar.
"You're a purty generous feller, Mawruss," he commented, "to give Minnie
a present like that for nothing at all,

j

Ho went over to the mantelpiece
and groped among the litter of ivories

and bronzes.

Counting Pulee Beat·.
"It Is strange how few people know
what their normal pulse Is," said a
physician. "They know the average
pulse is about seventy, and Imagine
that they are well or otherwLse as their
pulse approaches or departs from this

of this salable
mixed up with
1 wasn't taking any chances
stuff.
with It Have a cigarette?" extending
bis case.
What's in this Jar"No, thanks.
not a pinch of "baccy?" lifting the
cover of a large bronze Jar with an
ivory dragon twisted around It The
cover handle was of ivory in the form
of a raven. "Why, it's full Γ

questioned

Durwent.
It means that
Idiot?
have lootyour protege, Slu Wei, must
And
ed tbe old mandarin for fair!
after
you, Richard, are an accessory
the fact Deciding to end bLs miserable life. Sin Wei unloaded his loot
upon you, his benefactor, and surely
It comes in opportunely, eh, mon?"
"But they don't belong to me," ob"Mean,

some

standard. It Is true that an average
of all pulses would give a result of
about seventy beats, but in no other

normal pulse of one was forty-seven
and the other ninety-three. This difference Is unusual, few pulses falling boJow sixty or rising above eighty in a
healthy subject, but an unusually slow
or rapid pulse is no indication what-

Durwent. even while he knew
that he could never tlnd the owner after tifteen years of revolution and riot
In China.
"You can satisfy your conscience by
trying to tlnd tbe mandarin, and In
the meantime 1 dou't believe be would
if you used one little emerald to
your precious effects. Eb, mon?"
"I'll do It." said Durwent cheerfully,
lie packed tbe lobucco back into tbe
and locked the Jewels awuy in his
care

nave

Jar

safe.

"Then I don't get the tobacco?" asked McNalr ruefully.
"Not this tobacco, but I'll buy you
any quantity of your favorite brand,
and if tbe owner of tbe stones does
not come to light you may have the

that trip up the Yangtzeklang, you remember?"
"I've read your book. I ought to remember," saiil McNalr dryly. Lie dipped bis pipe into tbe jar and crammed
tbe brown powdery flakes into tbe

of disease, as is popularly supposed to be the case.
"Most people overestimate their pulse,
as they often count Its beats when
talking about the matter, and it is a
fact well known to physicians that the
excitement of conversation will quicken the pulse from five to twenty beats.
The best time to arrive at the true normal is shortly after waking in the
morning, when the nerves are unexcltever

Now 1 have a
choice of the stones.
pleasant crrund to perform, thanks to
you and Sin Wei's gift."
And arm In urm the two friends
went out to notify the uuction rooms
that the sale of Mr. Durwent's belongings hud been canceled.

"I'll try it anyway wbile you
yarn about it."
lie scratched a match and puffed
slowly. Blue spirals ascended from the
bowL

spin

me a

bowl.
"That's not bad, Ulchard," declared
the Scotchman, throwing himself into
a chair.
You can
"You better take It, then.
use it for emergencies, when, like tbe
present, you can't get anything better,

ed."—Pearson's.

When Jackson Dined.
When Colonel Davy Crockett woe a
member of congress ami was at bis
home Ui Tennessee toine one asked liim
about tbe dinner hour in Washington.
IIo said tbe common people ate dinner
at 12, tbe next above them i't 1, tbe
merchants at 2. tbe representatives at
8, the senators at 4. members of tbe
cabinet at ο and tbe vice president at 0.
"But when does the president dine?"
"What! Old Hickory?" said Crockett,
anxious to tlx a time that would suit

take Jar and all
"No, thank you. I can't bear creepy,
erawly things around," said the other,
"I'll take tbe
drawing on bis pipe
'baccy, but the Jar you can keep. Tell
"

And They Called Him "Bonehead,"
"My namesake, Heine Wagner of the
Boston Red Sox, told me a story of
how ho endured a good roasting for
being a 'bonehead* on a really bright
play," s«ld John (Honus) Wagner.
"Heine was on second buse, and they
bad a bit and j*ur play ou. He started
saw a

the story."
"It's not much of a story," returned
Durweut lighting a cigarette and sitting down on a corner of the table. "It
was when I was in tbe upper reaches
of the Yangtze, among the rocky
gorges, where our boat slid and bobbed
and floundered through tbe rapids. I
me

soft liner

going square into the shortstop's hands.
Unable to get back. Ileine stood still

and let tbe ball hit him.
"The crowd hooted and Jeered, and
and
one Boston paper roasted Wagner
hailed him as 'the worst bit of ivory
In the business.' They didn't realize
that Heine's quick thinking had avertIn getting hit be
ed a double play.
prevented the catch from being made
and a double play resulting from a
toss to second. As It was, the batter
was protected and credited with a base
Tbe batter, thanks to Heine's
hit
bit of thinking, scored tbe win-

his Idea of Jackson's greatness. "Well,
bo doesn't eat till next day!"

had gone ashore to examine the
mains of an ancient shrine, and I be-

re-

!

Removing Stumps.

Tbe German method of removing
stumps Is simpler and less dangerous
than our way. They bore a bole in tbe
stump and |K>ur into it equal parte of
nitric und sulphuric acids. After a few
weeks the largest stumps of bard wood
crumare eaten by tbe ucid and easily
bled with a pick.—New Yurk Times.

separated

from my servante.
"Suddenly through the underbrush
there crept the pitiful apology of a
De was gaunt and
man, a Chinese.
famished. Ills clothes were in tatters,
and his straw shoes were worn out
He was a scarecrow, and as he came
toward me on hands and knees be
lame

you

jected

Durwent laughed.
"I've never even tiled a whiff of it
It was given to me under suspicious
circumstances, and I've neglected to
empty It Why, that tobacco must be
fifteen years old. I got it when I made

is there such a
wide individual variation.
"I had two Btudents In my office at
the same time, both very strong and
remarkably healthy young men. The

peculiarity

distantly

In

Colorado.

Massive mountain, la

Lake county, is one of the two highest
points In the state, whose height ha·
been determined by the United 8tatea
geological survey and is 14,402 feet
above sea level. Elbert mountain. In
the same county, has the same elevation. Blanca peak, in Costilla, Heorfano and Saguache counties, is 14,380
feet high; Castle peak, In Gunnlaon and
Pitkin counties, Is 14,259 feet high;
Evans mountain, in Clear Creek coon·
ty, 14,260 feet; La Plata peak. In Cha-

ncy county, 14,332 feet; Quandary peak,
in Summit county, 14,256 feet; San
Luis mountain, triangulation station.
In Mineral and Saguache counties,
14,149 feet; Uucompabgre peak triIn Hinsdale coonty, 14,306 feet, and Wilson mountain
triangulation station, in Dolores county, 14,200 feet—all higher than Pike·
peak.—Geological Survey Bulletin.

angulation station,

Toletoy and th· Peasants.
To is toy, the great Itusslan novelist,
spent his whole life In α close com·
munlou with the pennants and was
persuaded that all the wisdom he
might have attained concerning life.
Its true meanlUK and Its true aim, was
lie knew th*
«lue but to this fact,
he spoke and he wrote,
his religious and moral
works, the language of the peasants.
He always says, speaking of truth,

got

"Dave you any tobacco, Richard?
"Oh, no, I al.i't, Abe!" Morris replied. "I ain't giving it to her for Where's your old Jar?"
"In the bottom of my trunk.*' connothing at all. I'm taking It out of her
housekeeping money, Abe, $5 a month." fessed Durwent "It's an old friend of
mine, and 1 was afraid It might get

for third, bur

Higher Than Pik·· Paak.
Ask any schoolboy to give (fee hlffc·
est point in the state of Colorado, and
nine out of ten will name Pike· peak.
Pikes peak la 14,110 feet above sea
level, but there are many higher peaka

paper hanging from the cover. Curipeasant soul;
osity would be denied no longer, so I
especially In
On
it
the
paper.
up and examined

barely

ain't itr

pl^vslcal

43

were scrawled some Chinese characters expressing the gratitude of Sin
that he means "the simple peasant
Wei for his deliverance, wishing me
truth." lie considers the work of the
a long life, good luck aud much felicI
over the writing pad.
peasant the only dlgnltied labor, and
river
tho
that
and
gods
saying
ity
"Yes, but the other first editions must called him.
he never ceased to investigate the simThat cleans up all the
go, Angus
ple thoughts and the clear Judgments
"1 lifted the cover of the Jar and
books."
of the true workers—the peusants. At
found It full of tobacco of an Inferior
"Yes, and, mnn, you won't take it
the very end of his life, when he left
but
I've never touched it
amiss if I buy in some of them for my quality.
his home he walked with his daughter
I've kept the Jar for sentimental reaown library V"
through a village and said to her: "I
sons. Very likely Sin Wei stole it from
"Pick them out now, Angus. They'll
don't yet know our peasants. I will
1 dressed and went on
the mandarin
boost the prices."
take u stick und wander from door to
were
coolies
gathered
deck, but my
McNalr laughed. "No, no. I'll take
door, knocking ut each house. Then,
forward Jabbering excitedly. It seems
listening to the answers they
my chance with the others, Richard.
perhaps,
the
from
Wei
leap
they had seen Sin
will
It shan't be said I profited by my
me, I will penetrate into their
give
and
boat In an lusane frenzy of fear,
minds."—Exchange.
true
friend's adversity."
tho river had carried him swiftly on
"Hang it all, Angus, why did I try her broad yellow breast That's all. ex"I
to speculate?" fretted Durwent
VsOior (icnempi in nvum»
cept that there has been one disturbhaven't got any head for money matWhen following out a color scheme
and I
in
China,
unother
after
ance
1
ters anyway."
lu furnishing a nmm a little touch of
but harmonizing
"You listened to the voice of the eer- South Africa has been
my staining an entirely different
pent, meaning the wily Mr. Wales," ground of lute years. Now, will you color product·» an excellent effect Τ hi·
smiled McNalr, pulling a battered pipe accept the Jar aud ltd contents?" smil- was brought out by a professional decfrom his pocket "He certainly trim- ed Durwent at Ills friend.
orator who was discussing the furnishmed you ueatly, Richard. You mind,
"I'll take tbe tobacco," said McNalr, ings of her own home.
I'm bo sore at him that I can't speak
One room which was furnished in
going to tile mantelpiece for the Jar;
couch
decently when we meet"
"tbe receptacle you cau sell or keep, as green and had a green velours
"I'll have to make another plunge
cover was esi>eclally noteworthy. "The
like."
you
Into the unknown," went on Durwent
the
De took α piece of wblte paper and room needs something to break
"Just when I'd made up my mind to sit
"and some pilshe
bronze
of
tbe
said,
Jar.
contents
tbe
monotony,"
emptied
quietly at home and enjoy my books." Several lumpy objects rolled out of lows with a bit of old rose coloring
"There's Laneboro's expedition Into
will do it."
tbe pllo of tobacco.
Cochin China," suggested McNalr.
A bedroom where the color scheme
"What's tblsV" be asked curiously,
other
the
eald
It"
"I've Joined
but reup one of tbe lumps. "Some- is blue und white is attractive,
picking
tersely.
Well, quires another color to give It warmth.
tissue
In
paper.
wrapped
thing
and
"You'll be writing another book
A straight color scheme is easy
look at that, will ye?"
making more money—barrels of it mou,
"An emerald!" Durwent stared, with enough for any one to carry out, but it
Hoots, mou," he went on, his Scotch acas bo took the bril- calls for considerable skill to make it
cent growing pronounced as he became unbelieving eyes,
"Do distinctive, as in the practical applicastone in bis band.
liant
of
green
were
thinking
excited, "maybe you
real?"
It's
tion of α little variety is usually neceenot
suppose
worruk's
you
Your
retiring too soon.
like
looked
never
I
I
wish
sary to make the furnishings really
world!
Ah.
"Ayo, mon; glass
half done in the
as charming.—Good Health.
could adventure forth instead of being that!" went on Angus In excitement
be unwrapped lump after lump and
tied down to a medical practicel"
Don't Be Radical.
"Come with me as physician to the laid them before his bewildered friend.
The sooner young folks learn not to
"Rubles, diamonds and a peurl, anothexpedition," urged Richard.
"I can't leave iny poor i>eople," ob- er emera'd and another, that's all! All! be radical the sooner they will find
jected McNalr, and then they both Enough to mako you independently themselves floating serenely down the
stream of life without friction. To be
laughed, for Dr. McNalr'e charity pa- rich for life!"
tienta represented a hobby.
| "What In thunder does It mean?" radical takes lota of trouble; you have

aouar."

It?"

goue.
"Later I beard a splash in the river,
and I suspected that tny protege bad
become fear stricken and was making
his escape. When da ν light invaded the
room 1 made out the shape of this
bronze Jar. and I uoticed a strip of red

the sale of his furniture and books

what we make out of Mr. Bramson's
first order, we come out even to the

exchange

was

cases

He aint wlnt you'd call a close buyer
neither, Mawruss."
"No?" Morris commented.
"The way I figure it," Abe continued,
"reckoning on what we lost by Hyman
Maimln, if he settles for 30 cents, and

she

"1 wondered whnt his errand was.
Was he trying to murder and rob me?
"My questiou was soon answered.
From a filthy bundle which he had
strapped lo his shoulders and which
he had refused to be parted from he
brought out this bronze Jar, which he
placed l>ene;ith my window. lie stooped over It a long rime, pouring something inside; the cover clinked and be

room

IV.
The next morning when Morns entered the store Abe was busy figuring
on the back of a torn envelope.
"Hello, Mawruss!" he cried, looking
up. "Ain't it a beautiful weather?"
Morris agreed that it was.
"That Mr. Bramson," Abe went on,
"That's one fine gentleman, Mawruss.

did

gloomily

dle of the room was littered with writ-

away.

"And

looked

ing materials, for Durwent and his
friend, Angus McNalr, bad betfn making an inventory of the contents of the

boy."

asked.

Darwent

other, and the empty bookshelves proclaimed that their contents bad been
transferred.
The big mahogany table In the mid-

"Do you think they'll exchange it?"
Miss Cohen inquired.
"Oh, I guesB it will be put back in
stock all right!" said Morris, turning

exchanged."

*

around the disordered library, which
had lost Its accustomed air of quiet
Tacking cases jostled each
repose.

Morris said nothing, but picked up
the silver dish.
Examining the polished center carefully, he discerned the
indistinct Initials "M. P." almost but
Undoubtnot quite effuced by bulling.
edly it was the same bonbon dish.
He gathered up the tissue paper and
carefully arranged it In the box as a
bed for the silver dish. Then he put
the cover on and nailed It down.
"Ain't you going to let Mr. Potash
"He ain't
see it?" Miss Cohen asked.
never seen it before neither, has he?"
Morris frowned.
"I think he has," he replied. "Anyhow, I'm going to send it right uptown

back

*

·

tically.

come

a

By CLARISSA MACKIE
j•«•t·*·*·*·#·*·#·♦·*·*·♦·!·

"Ain't Mrs. Perlmutter got good
taste!" Miss Cohen went on enthusias-

messenger

The Lost Jewel· off
Mandarin

•

his

by

grateful. At dawn we would resume
Now it
our Journey down the river.
woe 2 o'clock, as I learned by glancing
at my watch by the light of my elecI had gone to bed very
tric torch.
early, so felt sure I was In for a long
wakeful period some time in the night
"1 lay there awhile staring at the
white square of the window where the
moonlight shone. Suddenly across that
square came α shadow. It paused and
then blotted out the light
"My hand slipped under my pillow
and tightened around the butt of my
automatic pistol. I watched the win
dow curiously, for α man was climbing
in, and 1 felt no fear because of tho
weapon In my band. 1 leveled the pistol at tho Intruder, but I was silent I
suspected it whs Sin Wei, the stranger.

·

•

j

take It so particular that they should if I took her advice
you wouldn't got
was
pay on the day, Mawruss. If they
no bumbum dish. Nut picks, Mawruss,
only so prompt with checks as they ! from the five and ten cent store, that'e
was to claim deductions, Mawruss, you
what you'd got You might appreciate
and me would have no worries. I
them, Mawruss, but α sterling silth<nk sorno of 'em fluds a shortage In
ver"—
the shipment before they open the
At this juncture Morris took refuge
packing case that the goods come in. in the outer office, where Miss Cohen,
of
Malmln
LI
man
Take your friend,
y
the bookkeeper, was taking off her
(Syracuse—nothing suits him lie al- wraps.
made
uln't
ways kicks that the goods
"Miss Cohen," he said, "draw a
up right or we ain't sent him enough check for $25 to bearer and enter it up
Five
fancies or something like that.
as α gratification to Hyman Malinin."
or six letters he writes us, Mawruss,
At dinner that evening Morris handwhen he gets the goods, but when he ed the check over to his wife.
got to pay for 'em, Mawruss, that's
"Here, Minnie," he said, "Abe wants
something else again. You might think you should buy a wedding present for
postage stamps was solitaire diamonds

rresh breeze from the river wee very

·«·«·«·«·«·*···♦·»·*·#·|·|·

"Mawruea," he cried, "he's comer
"Who's come?" Morris asked.
"Marcus
Rrameon," Abe replied,
reaching for hie hat "I'm going over
to the Blngler House now to meet him.
Too wait here till I come back. I bet
we sell him a big bill of goods."
yoa
will make money on. I ain't no cue· |
As Abe went out of the store by the
!
tomer, Abe."
front door an expressman, bearing a
"I know you ain't," eald Abe "You're
square wooden box, entered the rear
no
make
I
don't
and
α
only
partner,
alley. He brought the package straight
money on you neither."
j to Miss Cohen, who signed a receipt
Morris shrugged his shoulders.
and summoned Mr. Perlmutter. Mor"What's the use of wasting more ris proceeded to pry off the cover.
"Go
time about It, Abe?" he said.
"This is something what Mrs. Perlahead and buy a present"
mutter bought for Hyman Matmln's
know
"You
cried.
Abe
"Me buy it!"
wedding present," he explained. "I
yourself, Mawruss, 1 ain't a success ain't never seen it yet"
check
You draw the
with presents.
"Oh, Mr. Perlmutter," Miss Cohen
and get your Minnie to buy It She's exclaimed, clasping her hands, "what a
an up to date woman, Mawruss, while J beautiful bonl>on dish!
What a lovely
my Rosle Is a back number. She don't wedding present!"
know nothing but to keep a good
Morris looked at the bonbon dish,
house, Mawruss. Sterling silver bum- and beads of perspiration started on
bum dishes she don't know. Mawruss.
forehead.
ain't saying anything abont that bum·
bum dish, Âbe. AU I moan that If you
give me such α high price present
when I get married, that's all the more
reason why we should give a high
price present to a customer what we

Potash, Perlmutter

rejoined.
"It Just slipped

Democrat.

to be continually ripping off veneera,
scratching surfaces, engaging in origi-

nal research, applying acid testa, lifting
lids, muklng unalyses, tearing off masks,
demanding proof and so on inimitably.
But it is all pernicious activity. The

leaders and makers and sellers of earth
tlx things up so that they will seem to
be so and so; their leadership and their
fame and their profits depend upon our
being perfectly credulous and accepting

things for what they seem. Why, then,
ask emburrusslng questions and thus
Incur the everlasting 111 will of those
who are trying to hoodwink us? It is
much better to take things aa they
come (paying cash, of course) and be
humbly grateful.—Life.

Poe and the Literary Meeeenger.
With his stories and his criticisms
during the meager two years of hie
connection with the magazine Poe was
certainly able to reflect that, a* at no
time In her previous literary hie tory,
he hud put Richmond on the map. Bat
the letter he wrote to Anthon when
the Stylus was somewhat
"I had Joined the Messenger, us you know, then in its second
and the
year, with 700 subscribe™,
general outcry was that because a

projecting

flumboyunt

magazine hud never succeeded south of
the Potomac therefore a magazine nevYet In spite of this
er could succeed.
and the wretched taste of the proprietor, which humpercd and controlled me
at all points, I Increased the circulation

in fifteen months to 6,600 subscriber»,
paying an annual profit of $10,000 when
1 left It"—Algernon Tassln in Bookman.

Gamboge.
Gamboge is one of the artist's most
resin
important yellows. It is the gum
of u tree which bears yellow flowers

laurel-Ilke leaves. The
of the pigment Indicates the
country from which it comes, for gamboge is simply α corruption of Camboju or Cumbod'a. In this far eastern
the tree grows wild and sheds
tuid

leathery,

nume

country
those sticky

tears which help the
artist to paint the sunrise end the
uutumn tints of the woods. Gamboge
was brought to Europe by merchants
from the east toward the end of the
sixteenth century.—London Answers.

The Height of It.
"They tell me," said the professor,
"that Mrs. Illghroller Is a very sympathetic woman."
"I should say she was," said Hark·
moaned.
Kept Hi· Word.
course I recognized the signs of
Murderer (to lawyer)— away. "Why, when her husband elopCondemned
quick
j
thirst and a great fear. You said you could get me ofT with a ed with Mrs. Gay boy she Immediately
ning run, but for days neine walked starvation and
a fugitive from
'bonea
life sentence, and here 1 am to be elec- sent Mrs. Gayboy a telegram of conof
was
undoubtedly
being
He
around facing charges
all dolence. "—New York Times.
justice. He may have been a murderer trocuted in a week. Lawyer—That's
head.' "—Philadelphia Ledger.
right. You will be imprisoned for life,
or a bandit, but be was a human being.
Instead
Couldn't Talk.
So I gave him to drink from my pock- won't you? And only a month.
Dried Applea.
De Style— You say that loving pal*
and dressed a gasb in his of long, weary years. He reasonable,
bottle
Place
et
the
slice
and
apples.
core
Peel,
contents of my pocket man.—Boston Traveler.
of deaf mutes were sitting In the per·
them on platters, wooden trays or any head from the
told me bis j
he
later
antl
lor and didn't carry on a conversation!
case,
medicine
and
placo
other convenient receptacle
His Cure.
was not until umTer
Gunbusta—They couldn't, for the/
them In tbe sunshine. Take them In etory, but that
were holding hands.—New York Free·.
A mun who married a widow has In
the approaching darkness I
at night and during rains. It Is Impos- cover of
on board tbe boat
vented α device to cure her of eter
sible to secure good dried fruit unless bad hurried him
Even Virtuee.
at my feet in the bow of Dally praising her former husband.
they are protected from moisture. Pro- j "Squatting
me that he had been
Whenever she begins to descant on bis
told
he
insects
"They're a happy couple."
other
the
boat,
and
tiles
tect them from
"What makes them so?"
of stealing treas- noble qualities, this ingenious No. 2
with netting and place them out of tbe wrongfulJy accused
1
a rich mandarin.
"She can cook a dinner without
merely says. "Poor, dear man—how I
dust as far as possible. Continue tbe ure from his master,
to escape, bat bis do wish be bad not died!"
burning It, and he can eat one without
drying until the fruit has lost more He bad managed
tracked him
roasting it "—Baltimore American.
than half Its weight. If necessary it pursuers bad relentlessly
A Waiting Mansion.
or ·' until after two days and nights of
may be placed in tbe oven for two
the rivPerhaps there is α mansion In heaven
His Reason.
three hours at the end. Tie tbe dried flight ho had come upon me at
will always be empty-a mansion
was Sin Wei, and
name
His
that
a
double
er's
"Why do you always leave the houee,
sacks,
edge.
using
fruit In paper
Szechuan. waiting to receive those who In their fames, when I begin to sing the old
thickness If thin skin sucks are used, he was from the province of
"1 promised to take him into my j youth never snubbed their anxious par·
songs?" pouted Mrs. Ilowlt
and suspend them from the celling of
to enta.—J. J. Bell.
"Fresh air," said Howllt—Harper*·.
the driest room available. When rea<fy service, and 1 called upon my boy
and
to use the dried fruit wash it well, soak bring fresh blue cotton garments
Naturally.
Another Way.
It for six hours or longer and throw to give the stranger a mat to sleep
rice. It was in tbe
Teacher—In the sentence I have Just
"I don't see how young Bentley can
away tbe liquid drained off. Then cook upon and plenty of
and read tongue Is a noun.
Why? Ob- sidestep all his bills."
the fruit for several hours at a tem- 1 middle of the night that 1 awoke
windows of servant Pnpil— Because it is a part of
"He doesn't; he sldestepe the codec·
perature slightly below the boiling sat up in my bunk. Tbe
1 ψγ cabin were wide open, and th· speech.—Baltimore American.
tor."—Louisville Herald.
point—Mother·' Maya line.
""

J

"""

ESTARLIS'ïBn H33.

West Parte.
Bethel.
There vu » qolet wedding at the resRev. W. C. Cartia Is attending the Naidence of Mr. and Mr·. George Young on
tlonal Council in New Haven, Conn.
at high noon,
The lecture by Ο. N. Cross Thursday Main Street Wednesday
THE OOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
when their daughter, Lilla Belle, wu
was very interesting, and waa the laat of
with Howard D. Mo·
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
the seriee which have been given under nnited In marriage
Âlieter o( North Parla. Rev. C. H.
theauapicee of the senior claaa.
Pari* Hill.
Mrs. William Boaaerman haa been Tonng was the offioiating clergyman.
Mr. and Mrs. MoAlister left after the
ill but ia improving.
flm KapHot Church, Rer. Θ. W. f. Hill, pan- quite
been
ceremony In Mr. Young's automobile.
haa
m.
arranged
a.
10.-4Λ
at
A
program
special
tor.
Prv«chln< every Sunday
for their third Daring their absenoe tbey will visit MasSchool at 12. Sabbath evening service
Methodist
the
society
Sunday
iqis at Τ :3fl. Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at by
Oot. 24. sachusetts, New Tork and New Jersey.
before anneal rally week beginning
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FORBES,
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Ueorok M. Atwood.

Γκκη»
41 JO a year tf pal 1 strictly In advance,
otherwise f- 00 a year. Single copies 4 cent*.

All letcal advertisements
ADVKKTMKXkNTs
Ν
are jflvtn three consecutive Insertions for <1
conper inch In length of column. Special
tracu made with local, transient an<l yearly
aihertlaen.

Now type, nst presses, electric
Job Puktino
and low prices
[Kjwcr, experience·! workmen
busicombine to make thts department of our
ness comi lcte an 1 popular.
SEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Forest Mille Knit Underwear.
Rich Dress Fabrics.
Blue Stores
New Goods.
Our Word Stands Guard.

Chrysanthemums.
Are Your Kidneys Sick?

Rheumatism.
Parker's Hair Babam.
Preble House.
Real Estate for Salestove for Sale.
Real Κ state Wanted.
Vljf» and Shoats.
To Rent.
l'robate Notices.
11 Notice· of AppointmentBull for Sale.

Mere and There.
If the Democrat was not badly misinformed in a recent statement made to it,
a
the possibilities of water storage on
large scale iu the Androscoggin Kiver
watershed have not vet been all develis
oped. As told to the Democrat, there
which
a place on the Diamond Ktver,
in New
empties into the Magalloway
Hampshire, where a comparatively small
dam will make a lake eighteen miles
rock
long. There are said to be solid
abutments on which to build the dam.
The extreme length of the dam woald
It would be quite
be only ï'H) feet.
high—the exact figures we can not jjive—
but a concrete structure twenty five feet
thick at the base would t>e sufficiently
behind the
stroug. And lots of water
dam, too. That sounds pretty good. If
it is strictly correct, the layman can't
power
help wondering why the water rather
owners didn't build a dam there
than at Aziscoos Falls.
it in refreshing in these timed to find
occasionally in some newspaper a list of
names aud addresses, or other similar
a
matter, arranged systematically, with
This occupies a little
line for each.
tomore space than if they were run
gether (in most cases very little more),
but is so much easier and more conven
ient for the reader that it is worth much
more than the value of the extra space
With hand-set type, the com
killed.
positor liked to fat his string with
"quads," but machine composition has
made it so much easier to set "straight
matter," that ir is bee <ming the custom
to set lists of all kinds, programs, and
all matter which should be more or less
tabulated, jumbled together iu a para-

graph.

It's a rare day now when we do not
read that some European nation has declared war against some other nation,
just as if they were not all iu one or th«
other of two camps.
One unfailing topic there is for editorial and other comment. That is as tc
Fifwhat will happen "after the war."
teen months of the conflict without anything indicating decisive results has
seen a reduction of the output ic

hardly

this line.

The New Lake Road.
In the last week in September the
county commissioners of Oxford Count;
the
gave a hearing at Wilson's Mills on
proposed road from that place to Moose
commissioner»
lucmeguntic Lake. The
and others went over nearly the wholt
of the proposed location, taking two
days for the trip. The hearing was ad
j turned to March 22d, 1916, at the Mount
Madison House, Gorhatn, Ν Η. In the
meantime an endeavor will be made tc
ascertain what parties specially interest
ed in the building of the road will dc
toward the cost of it.
The proposed location starts near the
dam of the Audroscoggin Reservoir Co
in Lincoln Plantation, and runs an esti
mated distance of eleven and a ball
miles, through that plantation and No
4, Range 2, or Adamstown, passing be
tween Aziscoos Mountain and Mounl
Observatory and near Richardson Pond
striking Mooselucmeguntic Lake at i
point somewhere in the vicinity of Sen
ator Frye's camp, whence a short ferrj
would be necessarv to the highway al
Haines Lauding. It is in the woods, bnl
if said to have comparatively light
grades and to be entirely practicable ti

build.

One of the advantages of the proposed
road, though there are others, is that il
would make a short automobile route
from Eirol, Χ. Η to the upper Range
ley Lake region and Franklin Couuty
where long travel is now required.
It is reported that opposition to thif
route may dtvelop from those who havt
another in view. This other route srarti
from the Magalloway River road at s
point a" mile or two below the "lirowti
fiiltniarliw a Di)W fXistilli? tOte
road by Sunday Cove to tie "Carry
Koad," already practicable for automo
bile». From the other end of the Carry
Koad at Middle I)am, ferry would bt
made aero*» the two H'chard^on Lakes
to a point below Upper Datn, and thence
a road would skirt the southwestern
portion of Mooseiucmeguutic Like to
liemis, and thence to Houghton in By
This road would opeu up tLe low
roo.
er lake region to automobile travel, :md
the eastern outlet would be at Rumford
instead of Rangeley.
Interested parties at Rumford arc
planning to have a preliminary survey ol
the eastern portion of this route made
before winter set* in, so as to secure ap
ligures as to Stances and

proximate

Covenant Meeting the laat Friday
7 -*>.
All
the 1st Sunday of the month at 2 30 P. M.
not -therwlee connected are cordially Invited.

Mr. MoÀlister bas been in trade at
the dedication aervice
the past eight years, and
will be held. Tbe church haa been re- North Paris for
Before combusiness.
and remodeled. Diatriot Super- baa done a good
paired
Miss Winifred Willie of Lewiston, intendent D. B. Holt will give an ad- ing to North Paris he was in the laundry
in
in
a
Paria for eight year*.
hospital
formerly of thl· place, ia
dress. Services will be held all through business at South
Mrs. MoAlister Is one of West Paris' popBoston, where she has undergone a seri- the week.
that
said
is
it
and
She graduated from
ladies.
ous surgical operation,
Tbe Men's Club will meet at Bethel ular young
Since
another may be necessary.
when Prescott Hall of Boa- Paris High School, class 1911.
Oct.
Inn
27,
in the public schools
The Sunshine Club will meet with ton will
a talk on "Immigration". then she has tangbt
give
also taken one year
Mrs. Adna Barrows on Thursday of this Mr. Hall ia a
prominent lawyer, and has of Paris and Norway,
Normal school.
week.
a special study of his aubjeot and at Farmington
made
Franklin Bobbins went last week to written several books upon the question.
The bride's dress was white crepe-devisit his brother who livee in Bridgeton, An invitation haa been given to all the chine, trimmed with lace and pink rosebuds. Her traveling suit dark blue popΝ J.
men of Bethel and vicinity to attend.
suit was dark blue.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank M. Owen and WilTbe Rebekahs are preparing for a lin. The groom's
were
guests
liam G. Harlow of Dixfield
Mr. and Mrs. McAlister have a large cirsale of fancy articles Nov. 4th.
week.
last
them happiness.
wish
wbo
of relatives here
Dr. Buker and family of Auburn were cle of friends
Mr. and Mrs. McAlister have issued inAfter this the public library will not
Rev. and Mrs. W. C. Curtis
of
guests
be open on Mouday afternoons. It will over Sunday. Mrs. Curtia accompanied vitations to a reception to be given at
be open on Wednesday afternoons from her sun and family home to remain dur- their new residence at North Paris, FriOct. 29, at eight o'clock.
•J:30 to 4:00 o'clock and on Wednesday
ing the absence of Mr. Curtis in New day evening,
There will be a Hallowe'en ball at
evening* as usual.
Haven.
An extensive job of draining and gradevening, Oct. 29, unSaturday was a cold morning, ice Orange Hall Friday
west
der tbe auspices of West Paris Public
ing has just been completed on the
in the yards.
forming
Hill
Paris
the
Mueic by Shaw's Orchestra.
tifld at the grounds of
library.
MIDDLE INTERVALE.
Dancing,
Floor manager, C. L. Ridlon.
Country Club and the wet and rough
a
have
links
undergone
part of the golf
Supper, 50 cents.
a letter came from a distant 50 cents.
Recently
be
will
that
is
appreciated sis'er with these lines in part. As our Considerable curiosity
transformation
being felt by
by the players. The old barn connected birthday occurs tbe 9th of October these people who have passed a Studebaker
with the buildings has been sold to Sewautomobile of recent make, minus the
linea m»y be appropriate:
ard P. Stearns, who will take it down
number plate and gasoline, which stands
Autumn «un le shining,
tbe
"When
in tbe bushes beside tbe road below
early in November and carry it to his
When tbe air Is clear and bright,
When the birds begin to gather
Antti Hiitunen's on tbe road leading from
place nor:h of the village.
southern
flight,
their
the
For
weary
from
returned
Alfred M. Daniels
High Street to the county road past
Then our hearts are filled with gladness,
is
able
and
Snow's Falls. Tbe auto has been there
hospital at Lewiston Friday
There Is nothing then to fear,
well.
and
so
town
we
are
And
very happy,
to be about
gaining
more than two weeks.
For we know October's here.
Mrs. E. El. J.-tckson was in Portland
Mrs. J. H. Dunham visited at F. L.
for a visit last week.
Wvman's last week.
"We are nearlng life's October,—
Denth'B the winter, close at hand;
Mrs. Herbert L. Scribner has sustainMrs. F. E. Wheeler attended tbe
We will waken In the springtime
ed another surgical operation upon her
School of Instruction, Ο. E. Star, at
In that hapiiy promised land.
throat aud is recovering well.
Rumford Falls. In the evening, Mrs. C.
If we can with joy look forward,
C. I- Hooper of Bocton was at William
Surely we have naught to fear,
F. Barden, Laura Barden and Mr. and
vo'ces
wltb
we'll
And
happy
say
Mrs. E. J. Mann attended tbe inspection
Hooper's last week.
That wo're glad October's here."
of Mount Z'rcon Chapter, and tbe recep
Are not these lovely days our Indian
TAHTRIDOE DISTRICT.
tion given the Grand Matron.
summer?
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Lane and Mrs. Ab
Mr. and Mrs. A.M. Ryerson enjoyed
are being shipped to Boston
Potatoes
butt have recently entertained the folan auto trip around the White Mouutains
Ο)

recently.

E>rt

Acting

βϋνϋΓϋΙ
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Mr. Trask is having lumber hauled to
Frank Perkins has sold bis cow to
the Sanborn brook mill run by Water
Amos Barnett of Oxford.
Dalentine, to be sawed into shingles for
Mr. and Mrs. James Barrett and eon
own use.
Scott
Mrs.
and
Bridge his
Wendell and Mr.
Lawrence Gilbert of Livortuore is at
recent·
were quests at William Mason's
Mountain Side Cottage, the old Tapley
•yKimball place.
Cow
buyers from Lewiston were
Porter Farwell and family were guests
here
recently.
through
Sundav at the ffm. Farwell homestead.
Fremobt Field bas bought a piauo of
Miss* Eva Farwell is teaching school in
W. J. Wheeler.
the vicinity of Rumford Falls.
Carl Stevens got his shoulder hurt reMiss Bennett has returned to her home
cently in an automobile accident.
in Newry.
East Sumner.
Mrs. Ralph Kilgore of Newry is with
Mr. and Mrs. G. Arthur Chandler of her daughter here, Mrs. J. H. Carter,
West Sumer, who are soon to locate at Jr.
J. H. Carter recently went to LewisNorway village, have been calling upon
friends at East Sumner. Thin worthy, ton for a horse.
Mrs. Caswell has returned from a visit
highly esteemed couple will carry with
them the sincere best wishes of a host of in New Hampshire.
We naw a lovely robin hovering over
friends who admire the excellent social
to go away for
and moral qualities with which they are our woodbine as if loath
endowed.
Being natives of Snmner, the winter.
Walter Balentineis operating bis mill
where nearly all their life has been
now sawing shiugles.
the
that
natural
is
it
but
people
spent,
Β W. Kimball has finished carpenter
of the town much regret to lose so
work at the Carter place.
worthy citizens.
Mr. and Mrs. Ilarry Brooke and child
A good attendance was present at the
have returned to Dorchester, Mass.
Baptist circle dinner on Wednesday.
A little homeless boy asked the writer
Kev. J. N. Atwood is improving the
and belawn at the parsonage by cement walk if we had a little boy down here,
am your
aud grading and turfing next to the ing answered no, he said, "I
boy then." We could not help thinkiug
street.
to be the boy here.
I'nion Grange is to hold a fair and that maybe he ought
sale on Tuesday afternoon, Oct. 20, with
West Bethel.
"At the
a supper, and a farce entitled,
"
Again hath passed the happy harvest-time;
Junction," in the evening. Low rates. Agi'.n
the fields are c'othed in iillv'ry rime:
and leaf;
Very few from the vicinity went by An iln the trees have dropped their fruit
at
Lewistrain to the Harvest Carnival
Again the wheat Is gathered In the bheaf.
the
train
as
arrangements "Again the birds have flown their southward
ton last week,
permit only about two hours1 stop in the
way;
Again we miss—alasl—their joyous lay;
middle of the day.
The tlowere have ceased to gladden heart and
Wilson's Mills.
eye;
The mellowed sun rides lower In the sky.
M. D. Sturtevant and W. W. Linnell
each have a crew in the Gilbert house, " But autumn brings glad scenes of joy and
cheer,
and will haul timber from the town lots.
As surely she proclaims the
year;
Leslie Hart's house caught fire Mon- And points us proudly to herdying
bounties stored,
were going And bids us gather round her festal board."
autos
Two
forenoon.
day
by (to Aziscoos Dam) with sportsmen,
who stopped to help fight the flames
Delightful days and warm nights.
which they did successfully, and the
No hard freeze has yet come.
main portion of the bouse was saved,
The roads are becoming quite duaty.
though in a damaged condition.
The price of potatoes is gradually go
Thomas Austin, county attorney of
ing upward.
and
Johnson
E.
L.
Franklin County,
The outgoing and incoming mall ie
Llarold Flint, have been up the Magal- being
weighed in the post office this
a
on
trip.
sporting
loway
week.
The Nason family have returned from
Harry O. Reid has sold hie stand in
White Kock and were accompanied by this
village to Ervin Hutchinson of
Dr. Howard Nason.
Mason.
Mr and Mrs. Frank 0. Roe of New
A number from this place attended an
Fork have been up on a sporting trip of auction in North Bethel last
Monday and
ten days in the backwoods, taking home
Tuesday.
deer
a
âne
and
with them two foxes
Cider topers will miss their favorite
head. A. W. Hart and E. S. Bennett,
the
winter, the

guides.

coming
beverage during
apple crop coming vory near
this town.

West Lovell.

Several of W. S. Fox's family

are

sick

with bad colds.
G. H. Fox and brother Dan and wife
spent Sunday with their uncle, Zack McAllister.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McAllister were
at his father's for the day.
Leo Bell and family spent the weekend at Alonzo Lord's.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Fox spent Sunday at their sou Arthur'».
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kvirs of Norway
were at Daua McAllister's Saturday and

Sunday.
Alexauder

Larcque attended the
Grand Lodge of Ο id Fellows in Portland
last week. Mrs. Laroque visited her
sister at the village while he wa* away.

Locke's Mills.
C. B. Tebbtts and Chris Bryant
away on a business trip.

are

Ernest Cole went to the Central Maine
He has suf
General Hospital Tuesday.
fered for along time with a bad rupture.
>■

1

«—

Hmckton fair. Mr». George Tirrell kept
house for Mrs. Keed.
Mrs. Abbie Tra*k ie spending a few
days with relatives in Berlin, Ν. H.
Mr. Bragg, our Grand Uuion Tea man,
On account of
wan in town Thursday.
poor health be d<e« not expect to come
th<>
winter.
for
a«;aiu
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Noyee, Mr. and
Mrs John Noves, Mr. and Mre. Will
Coolidge and Mm. Swett went to Berlin
Thursday in Arthur Noyee' new Uudeon
automobile.
Mrs. Swett of Audover is the guest of
Mrs. Will Coolidge.
Hebron.

II. K. Stearns is ill with typhoid fever.
Χ*aman Richardson ie at Lome from
I ni\ ersalist Association.
Poland Spring, where be bas been em
The 71st annual «ession of the Oxford ploved during the summer.
Mies Bertha Poor ie visiting at the
Association of Universali-is will be beid
at Turner Centie, Tuesday and Wednes- Home aud at Mrs. £. S. Dunham's.
We had a pleasant oall Sunday from
day, October 26 and 27. Program:
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Holbrouk and
TUESDAY
little son. Mr. Holbmok was a student
11 κχι A. M. Call to order.
at tbe Academy in 1004 5, and is now in
frayer.
Kev.
Welcome to delegates
by
the grocery b minons in Bath.
tirant van Blarcom.
The Ladi«e' Circle met Sunday afterResponse by the President.
noon.
Reading Record of last meeting.
of
Committees.
Appointaient
On Tuesday evening a little entertainReport of Secretary and Treasurer ment was held at the Uome in celebra12:30 P.M. Dinner.
tion of the birthday of three of the fac1:3ii P.M. Reports from the Parishes.
Sermon by Rev. W. A. Kelley.
2 30
Mr. Field's coming Tuesday, Mr.
ulty,
of
In
service
charge
Communion
Marriner'a and Mr. Dwyer's a few days
Rev Grant van Blarcom.
Address, "Genuine Evangelism," earlier.
3 45
Kev. Dwlgbt A. Ball
On Wednesday evening the faculty
Discussion.
banquet was held and a very enjoyable
Supper
Praise service an<l devotions le<l by evening spent.
7.00
Rev. C. l> Newton.
Mrs. Girdner of Calais Is the guest of
Address, "What the Church Owes
7:30
her βυη, Prof. D. E. Gardner, for a few
to the Children," Rev. H. 11 Hoyl
Sermon by Rev. J. H. Little.
days.
f 00
We are glad to learn tbat slnco tbe
WEDNKSDAT
W.
Hebron Sanatorium has passed into tbe
S'30 A. M. Praise service led by Rev. G.
Slue.
bands of tlie slate, A. M. Richardson baa
Busluess.
9.Ό0
been appointed manager of tbat instituReports of committees.
tion and tie one at Fairfield.
Election of ο Ulcere.
Sew burines»
Wbile the village aoaool children were
Address, "The Problème and Op.
10:00
Thursday, Frances Qarney,
unities of the Country Par- playing
little son of F. E. Gurney, fell and broke
ti," Dr. G. M. Twitched.
Q.
D.
A.
Revs.
Ball,
Discussion,
his leg above the ankle. Miss O'Connor,
W. S las and oihers.
the teacher, applied first aid and bad
Dinner.
who we
2.00 P. M. Address, "What the Unlversallst him taken to Dr. Marshall,
The
Women have done and are do- learn pronounced it a bad break.
ing," Mrs. H. B. Smith.
doctor took tbe boy home in hia car and
Dtecusakm.
ia in attendauce.
3 30
Closing business.
Quite a number from this way attendThe parish at Turner Center extends a
ed tbe West Mi not fair Tburadmy.
cordial welcome tb all friend·. Free
Tbe annual Harvest Home Featival
transportation from Turner village, the will be held in the church Tuesday aftrolley terminal, provided for all request- ternoon and evening, the 26th.
furnishing it. Lodging and breakfast
Mrs. Alton Hibbs haa so far recovered
ed free; other meals at church at usual
to be np and around the home.
All
desiring entertainment aa
prices.
Myrtle Scothorne ia at home at prêtshould send word at once to Rev. Orant
Trolley ent.
van Blarcom, Turner Center.
Indian summer?
and
cars leave Lewiston at 7:35 A. M,
We were much interested in an article
at
arriving
hours
thereafter,
two
every
in last Sunday's Globe in regard to the
Turner Village in one hour. Leave AuNew York draft riota. Our home was
burn five miuute* later. Return at 8:30
'here at that time, and uo one outside
Α. Μ and every two hours.
the city could have any idea of those
R. F. Johonnot,
four daya.
Secretary.
coet.

Sunday evening

a

failure in

·-*-—

au—nnm

bridge, Mass.; Herbert Bal), Oakland,
Calif.; Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Adams, Noraod
way; Mrs. Donbam, Hebron; Dr.
Mrs. S. L. Andrews and sons, Lewiston;
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Horeyseck, Judge
and Mrs. Morrison, Phillips.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Martin spent part

of last week with Mrs. Martin's brother,
S. L. Curtis, and family, in Portland.
Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Juliaette Curtis,
Martin and Mrs. Lester H. Penley attended the Robekah Assembly in Portland last week.
A good number from Onward Rebekah Lodge visited Mt. Pleasant Rebekah
L'idge at South Parle Friday evening.
Edwin J. Mann left Saturday afternoon for a few days' hunting injHastings
Griffin
and the Wild River region.
brothers of New York and B. R. Billings
of Bryant Pond accompanied bim.
Mrs. Edwin J. Mann is visiting Miss
Marcia 0. Phipps at Milan. Miss Phipps
and Mr. Thomas Taylor came for her
with a touring car.
W. M. Whitten has sold bis Ford to
Adney R. Tuell.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Bowker and son
Curtie of Portland have been recent
guests of Mrs. Bowker'e brother, Cbas.
Curtis, and family.
Mrs. Irvin L. Bowker of Portland is
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rosooe Tuell.
Mrs. Clarence E. Stearns and infant
daughter Ellen Louise of Stearns Hill
visited relatives here last week.
Rev. and Mrs. D. A. Ball attended the
State Sunday School convention held at
Bath last week.
A bouquet of pinks sent Harry Johnson, a bouquet of pinks sent L. F. Willis, a post card shower for Mrs. Rowell
at the hospital, have been some of the
little sunshine deeds of the Universalist
Sunday School classes.
Mrs. J. S. Rose of Kittery is the guest
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Willis.
Adney R. Tuell recently picked quite
a quantity of ripe wild raspberries.
Mrs. Sara E. Curtis recently spent tbe
day with Mrs. Wallace Mason and family at Gorham, Ν. H.
Mrs. Nellie Moody is at home for a va
cation from her work at Locke's Mills.
Guy A. Smith, who recently went on a
hnnting trip to Upton, retnrned the
next morning with a deer, having had
tbe good lock to shoot one in less than
a half bour after starting out.
Qllead.
Alixenda Simpson bas gone to Bryant's Pond to visit her sister, Mrs. Cyril
Foster, for a few weeks.
Fulton O'Brien and family left town
last Friday morning for their home in
Somerville, Mass., after spending the
summer here at tbeir cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. John Noyes are rejoicing
over tbe birth of a daughter born Oct.

Birthday Oreetlngs.

Mrs. Rath

Qoald observed ber 92d

mniversary at ber pleasant home lo Hiram on Oct. 16, and received personally,
Dr by mail, the sincere and reverent

greeting of ber relativea and friends. Ae
ibe it related, by birtb or marriage, to
■bout one-tentb of tbe population, tbey

and musical program was given, and refreshments were served.
Ε. M. Atwood of Fairfield has been
here a few days this week.
There was a game hunt here Thursday
with Hersey Warren and Wilbur Roberts as captains of the sides. Warren's
side won with a score of 1300 points.
The losers were to give an oyster supper, which was duly prepared but not
partaken of, for the reason that the oysters proved to be bad, and the whole
stew was thrown away.

Bryant's

Pond.

M t. Christopher Co., No. 41, will visit
the Stonebam lodge of Koighta on the
evening of Oct. 30th, where they will be
entertained and during the evening will
give an exhibition drill.
Zenas Morse has moved from the Billings Hill neighborhood to North Woodstock village.
Mann & Billings have built a new
sporting camp in the Wild River region
this week.
The officers of Jefferson Lodge of Masons were duly installed Tuesday evening by Past District Deputy Ned I. Swan.
A large number were present inoluding
Mr. Fessenden of
many Invited guests.
Mechanic Fall· was the entertainer. A
banquet was served in the lodge dining
ball.
Dr. R. F. Willard, recently of Milan,
Ν. H., has made a settlement here and
moved Into town with his family last
week. He is occupying one of the tenements on Main Street, owned by Mr·.

Emily J. Felt

The Democrat

hardly

feels

equal

to

very

numerous.

She

was

in

dlsflgnring skin eruptions, scrofula, pimples, rashes, etc are due to Impure blood. Burdock Blood Bitters as a cleansing blood tonic, la
well reoommended. $1.00 at all store·.
One way to relieve habitual constipation la to
take regularly a mild laxative. Doan'a Begulets
are recommended for this purpose. SBo a box at
all drug store·.

Well.

blessed."

WANTED.

Of ber children, Eli C. and Julia E.,
wife of Isaac S. Lowell, died in receui
Bright, reliable and honest boys to
Samuel W. graduated at tbe
years.
deliver papers in South PariR, Oxford
and
studied
of
law,
Maine,
University
Send name and address
He was the and Weichville.
located in Sbowhegan.
Lewiston
to Circulation Department,
Democratic caudidate for governor in
39tf
Sun, Lewiston, Maine.
1000, and served in Congress in 1900-10. Daily
Some twenty years ago her homo was
NOTICE.
burned, and "Sam," as she still calls
The subscriber hereby gives notice th&t he h ah
him, promptly sent a train load of lum- been duly appointed executor of the last will
ber from his mill, with several carpen- and testament of
ELDRON H. STEARNS, late of Farls,
ters, and built the fine stand where she in the
All perCounty of Oxford, deceased.
«'ill lives with her steDson. Melville sons having
demande against the estate of said
for
same
the
to
desired
are
deceased
present
Gould.
seulement, and all Indebted thereto are requestMre. Gould bas an abundant fund of ed
to make payment Immediately.
CHESTER H. LANE, JR.
humor, and vivacity and cheerfulness,
Oct. 19th, 1915.
43-45
and ber hopeful spirit, sympathy, and
blessed numerous
has
generous aid
NOTICE.
homee of sickness, poverty, or sorrow,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he hae
We voice the wish of the entire com been
duly appointed administrator of the
munity in the hope that the autumnal estate of
CLINTON A. MAYHEW, late of Sumner,
years of "Aunt Iiuth" may rest lightlj
hei In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
upon her eilvered brow at least till
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
centennial birthday, cheered by fond demands against the estate of said deceased
memories of the past, and bright bopet are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
of the reunion on the evergreen shore.
payment Immediately.
Llewellyn Δ. Wadsworth.
PERCY C. MAYliEW.
Oct. 19th, 1915.
••The Garden of Allah" Coming.
•'The Garden of Allah," which opeof
at the Jefferson, Portland, on Monday
November 1st, for one week, with mat!
and Lew
nee Wednesday and Saturday,
iston for three days, namely, Novembei
as
a scenic
8 b-9 b-10th, takes high rank
production forming a background for the
large company of players, camels, horsesii
all of which
etc

donkeys, pigeons,

will require five large baggage cars t(
transport from city to city.
The first curtain will go up on a seen»
entitled ,4The Spirit of the Desert," ai
early dawn scene on the desert. Th<
caravan of a Sheik of the desert movinj
slowly across the stage, includes Arahi
ans imported especially for this play
five camels together with many horses
shaggy donkeys and goats. As the sut
rises, the Sheik descende from his came
and prays to Allah.
The second scene is of a hotel verandi
on the edge of the desert, with large
real palm trees in the foreground. Tbi
third scene is of a street in Onled Nailes
The fourth ecene is of the interior of ai
Arabian shop, with its gathering ο
Arabians and dancers, incense, flute am
drum music, producing a rarely realistii

NOTICE.

The subscribers hereby give notice that they
have been duly appointed executrices of the
last will and testament of
MART R. MARBLB, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make pay ment 1m mediately.
Oct.

FANNIE r. PIERCE.
LIZZIE H. MARBLE THAYER.

4S-45

19th, 1915.

NOTICE.

gives notice that be

The subscriber hereby
has been duly appointed
will snd testament of

executor of the last

HOWARD r. KURD, late of Lovell,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased arc
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
CYKU8 K. CHAPMAN.
Oct. 19th, 1915

NEW GOODS
That Will Interest You in

QUALITY

The subscriber hereby gives notioe that be
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
HANNAH E. RICHARDS, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons having demands against the estate of said
decease·! are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
ALBION 8. RICHARDS.
Oct. 19th, 1915.
4W5
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
FAUSTINA C. BROWN, late of Paris,
in the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceaped are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to make pavment Immediately.
JOHN 8. BROWN.
Oct. 19th, 1915.
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NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that be
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
PAULENA r. 80PER, late of Paris.
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
GEORGE H. 80PER.
Oct. 19th, 1915.
4146

43-45

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
CYRUS F. GORDON, late of Dlxfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceasud, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
for settlesame
the
to
desired
aru
jpreaent
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
JOUN S. UARLOW.
Oct. lath, 1915.
43-45

a

five weeks old.
Also registered
Nice in
Holstein bull, 12 months old.
dividual. Good breeding.
JARVIS M. THAYER,

Piga

*2tf

Sunnycroft Farm,

Paris, Maine.

PIGS and SHOATS

FOR SALE.
Elmer W. Cummings,
Bonnie View Farm,
South Paris.

To Rent.
Some good tenements.
Call at No. 20 Pleasant
Street, South Paris.

UNDERWEAR

Fall and Winter styles
are here in a large range of beautiful
For particular people.
The
colorings, braid and ribbon trimmed, "Berkshire" brand, always relia!)',
some have border facing.
Unusually the kind that
the wearer. We
The

new

good values for $1.00, $1.25, $1.50,
$1-75. Si-98·

pleases

know of

better and many

none

a cus-

tomer has told us the same.

FLANNEL ROBES
For

DRESS GOODS

and children in white

women

fancy stripes. For women, we
high or low neck,

and

have robes with

Storm Serge, special value. 44
inches wide 75c yard, it is strictly
all wool, sponged and shrunk. Col-

sleeves, many are neatly trimmed with braid, hemstitching
long or

short

and tucks.

89c, $1.00.

Special

values 50c, 79c, orsblack, navy,
and green.

wine, copenl ager:

Norway,

Maine

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that sh«
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of
CLARA W. DAVIS, late of Denmark,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All personi
having demands against the estate of said de
ceased are desired to "present the same for set
tlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
to make payment Immedlatelv.
MOLLY P. PINOBEE.
Oct. 19th, 1915.
43-45

iï

Our Word
Stands Guard

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that sb<
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of
JOHN W. COUB. late of Buckfleld.
All per
In the County of Oxford, deceased.
sons having demands against the estate of sal<
deceased are desired to present the same foi
settlement and all Indebted thereto are requester
to make payment Immediately.
SARAH E. COBB.
Oct. 19th, 1915.
43-45

every transaction in our store, insuring you satisfaction not merely for the worth of your money, but for the
over

Our word is behind every advertised
statement, insuring you of its absolute truth. The throngs
of people who vieil our store speak for our methods better
full limit of values.

FOLEY KIDNEY PIUS
FOR BACKACHE

than

MONEYS AND BIADQKB

If you have

we can.

do not

care

to

buy—come

to do—even if you
It is interesting to

nothing else
and look.

watch others, sometimes, and you will see our goods with
your own eyes and hear what others have to say about
them with your own ears, and then you will have the whys

DOORED
VAULTS GIVE
DOUBLED
SAFETY

DOUBLE

and wherefores of why we do such thriving a business.
Because it is Summer on Saturday and Winter on
Monday, that need not puzzle you. We are always prepared for warm weather or cold weather, wet weather or

dry weather.
playing with
on

But Autumn is

you ;

tomorrow.

happy

if it

a

thing, only

coy young
catch you

unprepared

can

Fall
Overcoats
Suits

Furnishings
For Man and Boy

EASTMAN & ANDREWS
CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS

31 Market

Whereas, The band of Divine Provi
dence has again entered our midst anc
removed another worthy brother, β. F

year old.

HOSIERY AND

LADIES' KIMONOS

Reeolutlons.

one

NEW PERCALES

a

of Count Anteonl, in thi
second act, is the true garden of Allah
and one of the most beautiful scenes ii
the play. In the third act occurs tbi
famous sandstorm on the desert, anc
although being a bleak, bare deeer
scene, it is surpassing in its beauty anc
magic scenic effects. The outside of
Trappist monastery, near Tunis, fur
nishes the scene for the last act. Atten
tion to detail throughout the perform
ance has done much to make this thi
most wonderful scenic spectacle of thi
modern stage, as has been proclaimed b;
The entire produc
critics everywhere.
tlon and cast is exactly, in every detail
as presented at
The Century Theatre
New York City, for a run of one year.

BULL FOR SALE.

PRICE

large number of styles A splendid assortment of new patgood variety of materials, such terns, excellent quality in light, meas Galatea,
Fancy Plaids and Checks, dium and dark colors in figures ar.<i
Flannel Serges and Corduroy.
stripes, come in and see them.
Percales 10c and 12 i-2c yard.
Prices 59c, 79c, $1.00, $1.50,
$1.69, $1-98, $3.98.
Made in

in

4345

NOTICE.

and

CHILDREN'S DEESSES

atmosphere.
The garden

For Sale.

Moft

Many South Pari· People Have Kept
Well By Keeping Their Kidneys

ill

RUSSELL,
the statute which covers In general tho
South Paris.
observance of Sunday is as follows—and 43
It is not difficult to peroeive that thousands strictly lay themselves liable to its
penalty every week:
A good second-hand round oak coal
Whoever, od the LorU'e Day, keeps open his
shop, workhouse, warehouse, or place of busi- stove almost as good as new. Cheap for
busior
or
does
labor,
ness, travels,
any work,
Erquire of
ness on that day, except works of necessity or cash.
A. D. ANDREWS,
charity ; urea any sport, game or recreation ; or
Ik present at any dancing, public diversion, 43-*e
West Paris, Maine.
show, ot enter alnment, encouraging the same,
uball be punished by One not exceeding ten dol-1
I
lars.
FOR SALE.

Ton will And Dr. King's New Life
Pills » most satisfactory laxative in releasing the poisons from your system.
Accumulated waste and poisons cause
manifold aliments unless released. Dizziness, spots before the eyes, blackness
and a miserable feeling generally are indications that you need Dr. King's New
Life Pills. Take a dose to-night and
yon will experience great relief by morning. 25o.

has been duly appointed executrix of the lut
will and testament of
PELEG THOMPSON WADS WORTH,
lute of Hiram,
in the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
dehaving demande sgalnst the estate of said
ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto an requested to
trouble make payment immediately.
RUTH R. WAD8WOBTH.
back, a
48-45
Oct. 19th, 1915.

and reclined much upon tbe
lounge, hence tbe calls were somewhat
brief and Informal.

classifying gambling devices, and the
Registered Holstein,
law against gambling is rather long to
be given in full, but its prohibition of Also shoats.
gambling is stringeut. The section of
Β. Y.

GET RID OF THOSE POISONS IN
TOUR SYSTEM I

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give· notice that the

Sick Ρ

The flret symptom of kidney
may be only a slight pain in the
feeling of etiffaeas or soreness in tbe
loin», or some annoying irregularity of
Urine ia often
tbe urinary passages.
Mrs. Gould Is tbe last survivor of ten discolored and
sediment gathers
perhaps
Hanschildren of the late Eli P. and Ruth
upon standing. Next may come a dull,
come demons, and was born in Hiram,
throbbing backache, sharp knife-like
Clemons
near
farm
on tbe anoestral
dizziness and in many
ber pains, headaches,
in
settled
1780,
by
Ootober,
ponds,
lameness when arising in tbe mornwho cases,
John
Clemons,
Sr.,
grandfather,
ing. No one can afford to delay until
came from Danvers, being a descendant
these troubles become serious.
Begin
of one of two brothers who came to
using Doan's Kidney Pills, tbe tried and
America about 1640, one settling in tested
the
has
won
kidney remedy that
Massachusetts, tbe other in the South. praise of thousands. South Paris readas
Samuel L. Clemens, otherwise known
ers should find convincing proof of merit
"Mark Twain," was also a descendant.
It's from a
in the following statement.
seven
We note here that in tbe first
resident of this locality.
she
years that Mrs. Clemons lived here,
C. E. Bradford, prop, laundry, Main
never saw a white woman; only, someStreet, Norway, Me saye: "At time* I
Inan
of
the
Tomhegan,
times,
squaw
had a dull pain through the email of my
dian hunter. At one tipie, while a widwith λ tired feeling. I
and back, 'ogetber
ow, she lost two little girls, Tamer
couldn't rest well. I got Doan'a Kidney
Delia, and was obiged to go by spotted Pills at Stone's Drug Store and after
trees some four miles to the farm, now
using two boxes tho pain left and I
the home of Eli C. and Llewellyn A.
improved in every way. I have
greatly
Baston
Wadswortb, to get Mr. Daniel C.
bad no trouble since."
ber
ber
bury
to open a grave and help
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't simply
children in tbe wilderness.
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan's
euch
from
aucestry,
With heredity
Kidney Pills—tbe same that Mr. Bradford
Mrs. Gould bas had strong physical and had. Foster-Milburu
Co., Props., Bufmental powers and dauntless fortitude.
falo, Ν. Y.
In 1849 she married Mr. Ella* Gould,
and resided some years in Porter village,
thence moving to Hiram. He died in
Tenement To Let.
1000. With admirable system and methrates.
Reasonable
and
Inquire at 35 High
ods she was a model housekeeper
Paris.
homemaker. "Her husband praised her, Street, South
4244
and ber children rose up and called ber
»re

health

George Westleigh and wife and Mrs.
Arthur Morrill of Norway visited in this
□ eald, from our order, be it
village and Mason Sunday.
Resolved, That in the death of Broth
a
is
for
James D. Uhlman
looking
er lieald Mountain Grange has lost ι
horses
with
his
of
employment
place
14th.
loyal member, one steadfast and true
during the winter, and his family will
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Coffin were in Port- honest and just in all bis dealings
continue to reside in the farm house ol land one
therefore be it
day last week.
Mrs. W. D. Mills.
Resolved, Tbat in our hearts we wil
Mary Dyer of Gorham, Ν. H., was in
The mill in this village Is having a town last
ever cherish bis memory, and altbougl
Thursday.
shut down of two weeks' duration, and
Cleo Ruseell of Bethel was a recent he will never more be with us in oui
the workmen are enjoying the vacation
grange we hope to meet him in tbi
guest at A. D. Wight's.
in hunting partridge and deer, and visitMr. and Mrs. Laham Watson of Ran- Home above.
ing friends.
in
relatives
dolph, N. UM are visiting
Resolved, That we extend to the be
town.
reaved family our sincere sympathy
Buckfield.
and tbat this testimonial of sorrow b<
Miss Imogenb Smith of Sanford was
Oickvale.
placed on our records. Also, tbat ε
for
the
her
the guest of
graudparents
have gone to copy be sent to the family of our depart
and
E.
Dow
J.
family
week-end.
ed brother, and one sent to the Oxforc
with O. J. Cbase.
Harry Hall was at home from Bates Portland
A German from Portland was recently Democrat for publication.
and
Sunday.
College Saturday
F. A. IÎABLOW,
cattle for
Mrs. E. L. Damon of East Winthrop here and bought a oar of beef
H. H. Buck,
bis meat market.
was with relatives here Sunday.
L. R. Jack,
U. E. Bowker ie helping C. J. Tracy a
Miss Mabel Lamb has been visiting
Committee.
with ber cousin, Miss Mildred Stevens, few days.
North Buckfield, Maine, Oct. 2d, 1015
R. S. Tracy is painting his buildings.
in Turner for a few days.
iu wunvi
vevj J
UUUU X uvuaiu «Ο ρ,νΐιιυ^
The newly elected officers of Evening
TAKE CARE OF THAT ITCHING!
Williams farm.
Art
ιτΓΗΐνη
Rnpnw.RS r»N
Star Lodge of Masons were publicly id- a barn on the James
Dialled by Past Master W. H. Eastman at
ECZEMA
East Waterford.
the regular meeting on Monday evening,
Do you regard that itching an a seriou·
L. E. Mclntire is tu dedicate bis new
Oct. 18. An oyster stew was served to
Unless you begin U
thine? It ib!
guests and members following the in- barn with a dance the evening of the fight it with Dr. Hubson's Eczcma Oint
29th. Evrry one is invited.
stallation. The officers are as follows:
ment, the disease Ih likely to cling 01
Mrs. William Ke^n of Hridgton is visW. M.—Rev. F. M. Lamb.
(or months and years. Scores of grate
S. \V .-W.C.Allen.
lier
ber niece, Mrs. Myra Hall.
iting
ful users say: "Why did we waste thop»
J. W.—Florent Whltmore.
son Louis Keen and wife brought ber
Stc.—A. L. Newton.
months and years in agony when sr
and spent Sunday.
Chap.—J. K. Warren.
tested a remedy was on the market.*1
S. 1>.—Fre'l L. Cuinmlnge.
The corn at the McWain shop is being
This ointment is no experiment; it is ab
J. I).—C. T. Bowen.
labeled and hauled to the station at Norsolutely healing in its power. Do not al
Harold Hall of Wayne, who has been way.
low it to become serious
Buy a box to
here through the summer employed by
H. O. Rolfe has electric lights in his
day to fight the beginnings of eczema,
W. M. Kicker, has returned home.
mill.
50c. a box.
Mrs. H. M. Robinson and Miss Josie
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Merrill of NorShaw attended the Rebekah Assembly
way are spending a week at J. E. MclnCOUGHS THAT ARE STOPPED!
in Portland this week.
tire's.
Hon. T. S. Bridgham is In Togue for a
Careful people see that they are stop
Mrs. L. M. Sanderson and daughter
short time.
Elsie went to Belfast Saturday to see pod. Dr. King's New Discovery is a rem
W. H. Conant went to Boeton Friday Miss Helen Sanderson, who had been edy of tried merit. It has held its
to superintend the placing of the Maine
Youth
own on the market for 46 years.
operated on. She Is doing well.
exhibit at the New England Fruit Show.
and old age testify to its soothing and
The literary society of the high school
healing qualities. Pueumonia and lunp
Sunday and Gambling Laws.
held a meeting at the school house
troubles are often caused by delay of
Editor
Democrat:
with
an
interesting
Thursday evening
treatment. Dr. King's New Discovery
Would you please tell as what Is the
program.
stops those backing coughs and relieves
Solon Purinton returned from a two Maine law in relation to the closing of la
grippe tendencies. Money back if it
stores on Sunday, also against gambling
weeks" vacation Thursday.
fails. 50c. and |1.00.
The ladies of the Baptist Circle held devices such as puocb boards?
Tax Payeb.
at the vestheir annual dollar

meeting
try Friday evening. A short literary

Kidneys

Are Tour

It

South Paris.

:

:

to Blanket Your Horse

Pays

Before Kis Hair Gets

Foi- All

General Ban kind
Cperaf ion*r Commit Uj*

We pay 2 per cent interest on check account of $500 and oyer, on eves
hundreds. Interest credited to yonr account last of every month.

Savings Department

Square,

Connected with

BRANCH BANE AT BUCKFIELD. MAINE.

Long.

I!

Early

THE TUCKER HARNESS STORE

is the best place to buy a horse blanket because you will find the
assortment and lowest prices. Common burlap stable blankets are
cheaper this season.

largest
a

little

James N. Favor,
SI

Γ

NORWAY, MAINE.

MAIN STREET,

ι

Don't Dare

Neglect

a

COUGH
Relieve the discomfort, and avoid the serious
neglected cough often leads to, by using

complications

a

Rexall Cherry Bark Cough Syrup

LARGE SAVINGS ON
OVERCOATS
We find

practice

we

have too many overcoats.

is to have

This year

we

a

mark-down

oi them.

so

of it than of all other

25c

Our usual

50c

cough

$1.00

AT THE PHARMACY OF

our over-

you may get this winter's

opportunity

It's your

for two-thirds the usual cost

more

coats in late winter.

have decided to mark part of

coats down at this time
wear out

on

syrups combined.
It is extremely pleasant to the taste.
Each bottle contains more
We guarantee
than most cough remedies sold at the same price.
it to relieve your cough, or money back.
All these are tacts that
should decide you to give it a trial.
We sell

or

less.

to get a coat

All good, warm,

serviceable garments for the cold winter days ahead.
This is the way
Several winters' wear in every coat
the

new

prices

$22.00
$20.00
The $18.00
The $16.00
The $12.00
The $10.00
The $7.60

read:
Overcoats

Overcoats are marked

are

$16.00
$13.00
$12.00
$10.00
$8.00

marked

The

The

Overcoats

are

marked

Overcoats

are

marked

Overcoats

are

marked

Overcoats

are

marked

$6.60

Overcoats

are

marked

$6.00

H. B. FOSTER CO.
ONE PRICE CLOTHIERS

MAINE.

NORWAY,

^SmSmmSmSSmS^mmSISSSSmmSSI^SmmSSSmmmSmSSmSm^SSSSSmSSSS^SSSSSSSSISSS^^ J
/ASTORIA

For Infants ind ChHdnn.

li(U YiiIiii Ajfift Βιφΐ

*

C.

E.
Agent for

TOLMAN
the

Weaver Pianos, Player Pianos and Organs
PYTHIAN

SOUTH PARIS, MAIN Κ

BLOCK,

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Fink, White, Yellow

at the

Greenhouse, South Paris.
ALSO ALL

KINDS

BULBS
for

planting

outdoor

E. P. CROCKETT,

or

OF

Inside.

FLORIST.

The Oxford Democrat

is

ley.

Rev. A. T. McWhoiter of the Congiechurch will (.(«-ak oext Sunday
morning on "Ech^s from the Sanday
School Convention."

Supreme Judicial Court

Football.

Mrs. Laellft A. Dyer of Lynn, Mm·.,
vieiting ber si» ter, M re. Jeonle L. Pen-

NOKWAT H. S.

39;

PABIS H. S.

Portland at the time, having been called

NORWAY.

October Term, 1915.

0.

Presiding
Clerk
A picture by Vivian Aken entitled
Stenographer "Home" was one of aix that received
.County Attorney
Sheriff honorable mention in a photo conteat
Jailer recently ended in the Photo-Era magaas
Crier
Rev. Herbert Tilden, D. D., of Hebron,
...Deputy
zine. There were tbooeanda of conteatLibrarian
the
tbe
at
and Mr.
occupied
Congregapulpit
Messenger anta from all over America,
tional church Sunday, ia exchange with
Altera' frienda are mnch pleased that hla
λ '*■ J· t*. Littlefield have reRe*.
Mr.
McWborter.
work stood ao high iu competition.
pr
* w**k in Boeton.
:·
Rapid work was made in closing up
Friday evening, Oct. 29, ia the date
cent ν s
Murray Bigelow baa been at home from
the term lut week, and eet for tbe
of
the
butine··
and Miss Kena Tri- Bowdoin College for the
aapper and entertainment by
Tnbou
on
(.
~\
week,
past
M:>
adjournment wan reached early in the the children of the Univeraaliat Sunday
«ton for a week or more.
!
of
his
account
tbe
Illness
merlon*
of
are
j,. β
afternoon of Tueeday. County Attorney School. Sopper at 6:30, entertainment,
Tri- mother, Mrs. Waiter P. Maxim.
Be'iveau wu called ont of town Monday which will consist of tbe maaical fairy
ρ. (" Trib m and Mi»·· R«na
or
inore.
a
week
*0Γ
"'0D
Tbe teachers of tbe place are planning
afternoon, and the work on the criminal play "Mid-summer Eve" will begin at
y u »-·
docket was practically cleaned up before eight ο clock. Some over thirty of the
to attend the state teachers' convention
Porter ι» speeding two
a
^Γ, S
he left.
at Bangor Thursday and Friday, and it
little folka will take part and have been
irf is id Weet Milan, Ν. H.
When the Democrat went to preaa laat
is enpected that the school· will be susfaithfully to make it a sucrehearaing
week the jury wag out on the caae of cess.
Ihilingham of Dixdeld i· pended on those days.
M
her daughter, Mrs. E. C.
Jame· Caliendo of Mexico, indicted for
The first circle aupper of tbe fall aeaΛ good number of the members of
liquor nuisance. After being: out about son took place at tbe dining hall of the
Torrt
Wrn. Κ Kimball Post and Circle of tbe
a
verdict
two hours, the jury returned
Congregational ohurcb Tuesday evening
Mrs Ο. Ε Barrows are vlsit- Ladies of the G. A. R. attended tbe
5i:
of euilty, and a sentence of thirty days and was a success in every way. The
;h:er, Mrs. M. V. McAlister, cam ρ dre given at Bethel Saturday by
Hanson.
.0»
in jvl wan imposed by Judge
by tbe
entertainment wan furnished
the Relief Corps of that place.
la K. iOther criminal business was disposed ladies of tbe South Paria Congregational
is
a
of
the
as
follows:
Uurns
of
of
has
J>kowhegan
Mt. Mica Lodge of Odd Fellows
Γχ·
following
church and consisted
In two appealed cases against Eddie numbers:
Billings* and of other extended an invitation to West Pari»
lower court
the
of
sentence
the
of
to
Mrs.
Henctn
visit
them
on
the
Foley,
evening
Lodge
riano trio, Mrs. Agues Morton,
frier:
was affirmed, and be paid a âne of fifty
Wilson, Mrs. Luella Smiley.
Nov. 1>, or some more convenient date,
•uer is building an addition
Andrew·
Kva
dollars and costs in each case, the total Vocal solo
and confer the second degree.
c
i'lano duet.Mrs. Ida Brl?n, Miss Nellie Jarkson
bai.ding on Pine Street,
Mrs. Maurice L. Soy et
being $115.22. In a nuisance indictment Vocal solo
A special meeting of the Ladies of the
Era Walker
him, a plea of guilty was enter- Reading
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'k
y
Mr. Tucker is at present
libelant.
C.
Marston,
Hannah
He married Mrs.
land last week.
with
»ttec·. ^ s,t
4Uti picking up other tn auto trip to Sumner Sunday
she survives him. Of the seven
Gertrude A. Therrault from George Therrault.
The Grange fair at Grange Hall Wed
Jerse,.» for Mr. Ayer. lie was through friends from Harrison, Mr. and Mrs. and
minor child given to tbe
of
are
five
Desertion.
had
Custody
have
whom they
and Thursday was well patron'z
children
nesday
herBisbee.
*w
libelant.
day* since on bis way to a Harry
Chester Record, Mrs. Angie,
ed and the large supply of fancy and use
living:
Je:-· \ „aie
WentA.
Maud D. Wentwortb from William
Lancaster, Ν. H.
Mrs. Carrie Briggs is still stopping wife of Charles Edmunds, of East Lyno,
ful articles fonnd a ready sale. Thi
worth. Habits of intoxication. Custody of mihere on the farm. She bas been quite Mass., James S. Record, Mrs. Amy Web- nor children given to the libelant.
cbioken pie supper Wednesday evenin)
mes to the Democrat a copy
of a «ruai! book of about a hundred sick but is now getting better. She ex- ster, and J. Augustus Record, all except
and the Hallowe'en social Thursday
Herbert B. Pratt, Jr., from Alice Pratt. Cruel
soon.
Mrs. Edmunds residents of South Paris. and abusive treatment.
evening proved good drawing cards anc
'trled, "Local Anaesthesia in pects to return to Vermont
bis
twin,
affaire.
Den:* (Operations " by Frank Wendell
He is survived by one sister,
Marina from Hazel T. Marina. Cruel very pleasant
Patsy
Promise.
Paris.
I:
Verdict for Breach of
It Is expeoted that Mrs. Pannle Tewks
Α. Β I). D. S., professor ol
Mrs. Jnlia A. Buck of South
and abusive treatment. Custody of minor chil2
o'clock
at
house
dren given to the libelant.
The funeral at the
*oa?sthesia in the LonUville (Ky.) Col
bury Hetb of Auburn will start a danclof
In the Cumberland Supreme Court
Rev
and modern dances ii
eg· f Dentistry
It is unnecessary tc Friday, a verdut of $7000 was returned Monday afternoon is attended by
Lena A. Mitchell from John 8. Mitchell. Fail school of staudard
make any explanation as to who th» in the breach of promise case of Mist Chester Gore Miller, with service by the ure to provide maintenance.
Norway in tbe near future. There wil
In Riverside
1
be two classes, one for children in tbe af
from .lames W. Lapham
He doubtleM has as man] Lillian M. Densmore of Portland, a train Grand Army. Burial is
Addle Lapham
!r
Cruel and abustve treatment and habits of In- ternoon from 4:30 to β and the adul
in South Paris as any man who it
ed nurse, against Guy L. Thurston, post Cemetery.
toxication.
·*
class in the evening from 7:30 to 12
Thit 1 master at Bethel. The case will go tc
an actual resident here.
" "k s
Deering Memorial Notes.
Lucy N. Record from Cleon B. Record. Crue Mrs. Hetb is a teacher of experience ant
designed to be a practical guidi the law court on motion of Mr. Tburs
chll
minor
of
treatment.
Custody
and abusive
' r -<t lents and
o^mes highly recommended.
Next Sunday morning the ptstor wil dren given to the libelant.
practitioner·, and li 1 ton's attorneys, alleging that the ver
Prank Briggs suffered àn III turn a
^ ■reor .ess technical in its treatmentnoo: I diet is excessive.
preach a special sermon to the children,
home on Cottage Street Wednesda;
Hii
bis
it
Church
PAINS
Sunday.
To
the
ALLIED
Junior
AND
subject.
may
it being
layman
RHEUMATISM
be of m much interest to know that tb<
morning.
Tbe Junior choii
Ed. V. Price Λ Co., custom tailors subject "Ghosts."
MUST GO!
—THEY
At the annual meeting of Oxfor
,ul"*r. .r maxillary nerve "after leaving are acknowledged leaders in their pro will sing.
The congestion of the blood in its flou Chapter, R. A. M., Wednesday evening
—.nan gang,,on, passes througt 1 fession. We are the agents. 500 samplei
Wednesday night will be Sunda]
ί&· f
Sloan's Liniment pen» there was work in tbe R. A. degree
raraeu
rotundum, crosses thi > to show yon. We guarantee fit, durabit School night, and full reports from thi causes pain.
and an oyster supper was served afte
trates to the congestion and starts tbi
fossa and eaters thi 1 ity, and coats will bold tbelr shape delegates to tbe Sunday School Conven
*phen«v:naxil!ary
c
Η
orb t through the infra-orbital cana'," ai 1
blood to flow freely. Tbe body'· warmtl the close. There was an attendance
tion will be given.
Come and see us about tbem.—P.
elected for th
,f is to
is renewed; the pain is gone. Tbe "mai eighty or more. Officers
keep the pesky thing from hurt N'oyes Co.
Thursday at 6:45 the Queen Estberi
'i> r f ,r the student of dentistry it ii I
Supper, 21 or woman who baa rb jnmatism, neural coming year are:
will serve an oyster supper.
fall· to kee|
H. P.—W. B. Strickland.
•g^od thing to know.
or otber pain and
As far as tb »
On the first of November the publics cents. Children, 15 cents.
K.-Lee M. Smith.
ia like ι
"yman can judge, the subject in all it 1 tioc office of Zion's Advocate, the Main 5
Friday night the Junior Chnrch wil Sloan'· Liniment In tbeir home
8.—Bay H. Ea*tman.
a rope."
smal
Wh]
denomination
In
the
roan
1
Phase* s fui!» covered, with all the in
refusing
social
F. Blcknell.
the
drowning
Hallowe'en
Treaa.—B.
a
of
have
Baptist
paper
mor
Sec.—Cha·. F. Rldbn.
rmati in and instruction that the
suffer. Oet a bottle of Sloan'a. 25c
which bas been at Portland for
opei
vestry.
H. D. Smith, ▲. W. Walke
Finance—
of
»
Com.
time·
six
removed t
.'an require.
and 50c. $ 1.00 bottle hold
Dr. Rounds in his in
than eighty years, will be
Cbaa. H. Adams.
Last chance to buy clothing of us an<
roduct η rem irks that "the dawn c ' Waterville.
aa 25c. size.
much
nei
Mrs. Walter Tubbs was operated c
get pony votes. Contest closes an
Ρ» Q ess
dentistry' is breaking, and tha
Monday. Why not buy tbia week H
For earache, toothache, pains, ourna, scalds • for appendioitis at her home io Norws
*° '«ng the
Men's clothing cleaned, repaired, pre»
slogan of the quacl t
OU,
Bnlectlo
Dr.
Thomas'
•ore throat, try"
some boy or girl happy?—F.
Friday afternoon. Her husband was I
ed. Let as do your work for joa.—I make
ta (aât becoming a real
Noyes Co.
H. Nojm Co.
I

Maine. Octobers, iqi; gational
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SOUTH

PARIS.

I

[

Saturday *u football weather all right
and perhaps from a Pari· standpoint it
would be just as well to talk about the
weather aa to talk about the game with
Norway High played on the high school
grounds that aiteruoon. Norway thoroughly outclassed Paris in every department Were heavier, their team play
was good, and their backs, taking the
ball from the center on a direct paaa, got
away fast and stayed on their feet well
while being helped along by the rest of
the team.
The game started with Paris kicking
to Norway and the Norway team carried
the ball straight down the field for their
Andrews, captain of the
first score,
Brooks
team, making the touchdown.
kicked the goal. Norway again received
the kickoff and Paris was unable to st ρ
tbeir offensive play, however they made
Norway work hard for the second touchdown, stopping tbem twice when they
On
were within a yard of the goal line.
the third try Andrews succeeded io getBrooke
tins across the line, bat this time
failed at the goal and no more scoring
was done in the first half, it then being
13 to 0.
It was thought Paris would make a
better showing in tbe last half, when
Norway kicked to them, but after making a three yard gain on tbe first lineup,
Bartlett of Norway
a fumble occurred.
got tbe ball and ran about 40 yards for a
touchdown. Hail failed at bis try for
goal. Norway again cbot>e to receive the
ball on tbe kickoff, although it was afterwards discovered that Paris was tbe
team which should have bad tbe choice.
Norway again took tbe ball up the field,
and P. Klain scored the fourth touchA
down. Hall failed to kick the goal.
short time after the next kickoff, Brooks
got away for the longest'run of the game,
about 75 yards, resulting in another
This time Hall kicked the
touchdown.

Hon. 6. Μ. Hanson
Ernest J. Record..
Cecil Clar
Albeit Bellveau
William O. Frotblngham
John A. Tltue
Sumnel H. Eaton...
Walter L. Gray
Louis W. Clark
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Real Estate For Sale.

BLUE STORES

there by the death of hi· brother'· wife,
Mr·. Bert Tnbb·, who wma former It If iu
In South Paris Village, Me., a
Belle Harriman of Norway. Mr·. Tnbb·'
funeral wee held at Portland this Mon- very nice little farm of 5 acre*,
day morning, and the remain· wnre strong Kuil, nice S room hou'e with
brought here on the afternoon train for stable attached,
white and
burial in Pine Grove Cemetery.
be sold at a
Will
in
will
It ia reported that Linwood Fogg
to close an estate.
go to Philadelphia with the Thompeona
See us for all kinds of
and continue to act aa chauffeur for
Hi· many
them daring t> e «inter.
Real Estate or Insurance.
friend· in Norway are pleated to know
he baa aeoured each a hue poaition.
A large delegation from Oxford Chapter, 0. £. S., went to South Paria Thursday evening, where they were the gueata
NORWAY, HAIHR.
of Mr·. John Scott and Mr·. Harry Cola
•t a whist party held in Grand Army
Hall. They report a moat delightful

good

good repair.
bargain

Charlea lfizer waa at the home of hia
parent· here over Sunday. Mr. Mixer
baa juat accepted a poaition with the

Mp«

r.ihhv ia vialtincr her cousin.

WO

Fred S. Charles, io Boston.
Ifhlng piles provoke profanltv but profanity
Doan's Ointment U recwon't remove tnem.
onimended for Itching, bleeding or protruding
piles. 50c at any drug etore.
Bora.
Gllead, Oct. 14, to the wife of John Noyes, a
daughter.
In South Parle, Oct. 13, to the wife of Asa D.
In

Wlig, a eon.
In west Parle, Oct.

replacing

We find

weight

more

winter

We have

60c,

Homt Justpat In first elaaa order.

FRANK M. GRAY,
43 4β

I

You
it

Real Estate.

buying

leaving

at this time a medium

off their

summer

and

of Unions and Two Piece Suits.

76c,

$1.00,

now

are

liable to need it in

hurry

a

ready.

and be

$1.60

day.

Why

not

get

BOc, 76c, $1.00, $1.60

$1.00, $1.60, $2.00, $3.00

you think suitable.

some

Two Piece Suits

Union Suits

WANTED: Property for commercial
fi»b hatchery. Send full description and
diagram of any property, with water,

Good Variety of Boys' Union and Two Piece Underwear

WRIGHT CO.,
71 West 23, New Turk.

M

season

Winter Underwear

!

MANAGER

each

weights.

variety

a

Rooms With Running Water.
35 Room· With Private Bath·.

40

EVERY CAB PASSES ΤΠΕ DOOB

people

to wear between the time of

putting on

EUROPEAN PLAN, $1.00 per day «p.
AMERICAN PLAN, Sj.50 per day up.

for you.

Medium Underwear

REMODELED

Hartford Refriger ating Company aa
pipe fitter and is working with one of

placet.

to do the

PREBLE HOUSE

a

About Underwear?

If you will spend a few moments looking over your Underwear
you will probably find some of it needs re 'acing. We would like

While in Portland Stop at the

evening.

Doing

TIME TO ATTEND TO IT NOW

$1900.

Deis'Pike Agency,

rhe

Porter L.
their crew· in Lewiston.
Swift and William Walker, two former
Norway boys, have excellent poaitions
with thia same compaoy.
A. L. F. Pike attended the meeting»
of the Grand Lodge of Odd Fellowa at
Portland laat week.
Mra. Harold M Allen, bride of Dr. Allen, took Mite Barden'· place in the
choir of the Congregational church on
Sunday. Mies Barden waa suffering
from a severe cold.
Harold Nevera^ who recently broke
his collar bone while playing basket ball
at hia home, is getting along aa well as
could be expected.
Mrs. Albert Clark eDjoys driving tbeir
auto.
Tuesday she drove to Lewiston
accompanied by Mrs. Eva Allen, Mrs.
Frost
and Miss Jennie Baker.
Anna
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Young and Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Luck atarted Saturday
for a two days' trip round the mountains.
They atopped at the Manaion House,
Lancaster, Ν. H., Saturday night. Sunday was a beautiful day, and there were
Dixville
many tourist· on the route.
Notch, Echo Lake and the Flume were
all greatly enjoyed. Tbey traveled 260
mile· on this trip and would like to take
One really needs
it right over again.
three days to take in all the different

What Are You

painted

CALL.

PROBATE NOTICES.

To all person» Interested In either of the estate
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, heM at Paris, In an<l
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday
of October, In the year of our Lord one thousand jilne hundred and fifteen. The following
matter having been presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby
Ordered
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
tereeted, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively tn the Ox
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, tn said County, thai they may ai<)>ear at a
Probate Court to be helil at sal·! Paris, on the
thlrii Tnpaiiav of Novpmber. Α. Γ). 1915. at 9 of
the clock In the forenoon, and be h:ard thereon
If they «ee cause.

appoint-

13, to the wife of Mark
Vanny A. Hammond I'.te of Parts, deHoata, a son.
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof and
In ParU, Oct. 15, to the wife of Malcolm C. the appointment of Agnes M.Brown an<l (iertrude .Γ. Brli klt· as executrlces thereof, without
Rrlgge, a ton.
In Pari», Aug. 27, to the wife of Kelson P. bond, presented by said Agnes M. Brown and
J. Brlnkle, the executrlces therein
a
eon.
Gertrude
Cummlngs,

OUR.

Shirts, Mackinaws,
Overcoats, Suits

Flannel

Sweaters,

F. H. NoyesCo.

SOUTH PARIS,

Helen E. Bartlett late of Chelmsford, In
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased;
copy of will an·) petition for probate of same
and the appointment of Nelson il. ». Wardwcll
a* executor thereof without bond presented by
said Nelson H. B. Wardwell, the cxecutor therein named.

Ell demon· Sate of Hiram, deceased; will
and petition for probate thereof and tbe
ment of I m. gene Clemone an executrix thereof,
without bond, presented by sal 1 Imog.ne demons, one of tbe executors therein named.

SEE

ΑΙΜΟ

We Still Have

Qood Assortment

a

OF

....

Women's Russia
$4.00

The

NORWAY.

STT0W„°„

....

Calf Button Boots
Grade for $2.00.

named.

Benjamin F. Ilcald late of Bucktleld, deceased; will and petition for probate ther. of
presented by Washington iieald, the executor
In Wert Parle. Oct. JO, by Rev. C. H. Young, therein named
Mr. Howard P. Mc\lletcr of North Parle and
Mary Anna Tubba late of Paris, deceased;
Mine Lllla It. Young of West Parle.
w II and petition for probate thereof ai d the
In Norway, Oct. 18, by Eugene F. Smith, Efq.,
of Albion L Tubbs, without bond,
appointment
Mr Jacob Mill ami Mise Alma Poutlo, both of as executor thereof,
presented by said Albion
Otlefleld.
L. Tubbs, tbe executor therein named.
In Norway, Oct. 19, by Rev. R. J. Brure, Mr.
Oliver E. McAllister late of Waterford,
Nathaniel Abbott Green of Otlefleld and Miss
dicca?e I ; petition for license to sell and convey
Cora Mabel Pay of Oxford.
In Rumford, Oct. 18, by Rev. Fr. J. A. I.a· real (state presented by Dana E. McAllister,
Flamme, Mr. Albert Pibblt-e and Mire Clara, executor.
Paradis, both of Rumford.
Albion E. Bradbury late of Canton, deIn Rumford, Oct. 18, by Rev. Fr. A J. Barry
third account presented for allowance
Mr Earle Hunt and M lee Annie Savoy, both of ceased;
Arthur J. Koster, Bt njamln B. Daliey and
by
Rumford.
L.
Harmon, trustees.
In Kumford, Oct 18, by Rev. Fr. A.J. Barry, Ivory
Mr. William S. Kellcy of Rumford and Mies
Erneat L. Ruaaell late of Sumner, de·
Anna Irene Anderson of Mexico.
<-c»sed; petition for an allowance out of personal
In Andover, Oct. It, by C. A. Andrews, Esq., estate presented by Amy K. Russell, widow.
Mr. Nathaniel O. Burns of Oxford and Mies
Frank D. Small late of Paris, deceased;
Marguerite M Cutting of Andover.
p tltlon for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by A. Elroy Dean, administrator.

Died.

In Lewlston, Oct. 23, Julius A. Record of
South Parle, aged 71 years.
In Canton, Oct. 20, George Dana Gammon,
aged 65 years.

RHEUMATISM
CAN BE CURED

I want every peraon suffering with
Acute, Chronic, Articular, Inflammatory
Muscular RheuiuatUm, Neuralgia,
or
Neuritis, Lumbago, Sciatica, Rheumatoid
Arthritis or Gout, no matter how long or
•ever* your case Is, to write for a copy of
my 200-page book on Rheumatism, wliloh
•-FREE. Address Frederick llugdale. M.I*..
Rheumatic Specialist, 373 ItuyUtoo
Boston, Mats., Dept. 20.
43 46

PARKERS
HAIR BALSAM

briutlTiet tht halt
Citantes
lViraot»» a lnzuriact powth.
Never Tall· to Bestor· Orajj
Hair to lta Youthful Color.
Prevent· bulr fall inc.
tO<·. mill ft.OOnt PnigglBt».

$3.00, $2.50

Odd lots of Women's Oxfords,

Married.

grade, for $1.00.

$4.00 grrade

Men's Oxfords,

for

and

$2.00

$2.96.

Women's Boots, $3.00, $2.50 and $2.00 grrade, for $1.00.
Narrow toe and high heel, sizes 2, 2 1-2, 3, 3 1-2, 4, 4 1-2, β
and 6 1-2.

Ablal <>ois late of Greenwood, deceased;
tlnal account presented for allowance by lihoda
E. Goes, admlnlstratilx.
Harriet X. Klnfmaa late of Waterford,
deceased; tlnal account presented for allowance
by W. H. Judklns, executor.
Randolph C· Thoinea late of BucktHd,
deceased; petition for llcen<c to sell and convey
harles C. Wlthlngton,
real estate presented by

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.
OPERA HOUSE BLOCK, NORWAY. MAINE

Telephone

38-2

I

I

executor.

Frank D. Small late of Paris, decease·);
petition for an allowance out of personal estate
piesented by Bessie M. Small, widow.

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.

George W. T. Doughty late of Norway,
deceased; petition for the appointment of Mary
E. Doughty or some other suitable |>erson as
administrator f the ertate of aal<l deceased presented by Mary E. Doughty, widow.

Charlea Alexander '.ate of Hiram, deceased ;

petition for the appointment of Gardner Π.
K'nktn or some other suitable person as the

administrator of tbe estate of said deceased presented by Fred Stanton, a nephew.

Lydla Alexander late of 11 Irani, decease·!;
petition that Gardner H. Rankin or some other
suitable person be appointed as administrator
of the e.-tate of said deceased presented by Fre 1
Stanton, a nephew.
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
43 «

Our Stock of Forest Mills
Knit Underwear for
Women and Children

complete for Fall

is

and Winter.

It is
made.

as

The

perfect
new

as

modern Underwear

Flat Lock

be

can

the shoul-

seams, cut of

AND UELUETS

der and neck, wide elastic gussets, extra sizes that
are extra sizes, all these features taken together make
it the most

satisfactory Underwear

customers can

buy.

Our Woolnap Blankets

are warm

being heavy, which is the most important requirement
covering. We want you to t'y these blankets.
$1.39 for a pair.

without

in the ideal bed

Shaw Knit
undesirable

seams.

26 and 50 cent

FINE TAILORED SUITS FOR

WOMEN AND MISSES

price.

In

styles,
tures,

Ν. DAYTON BOLSTER CO.,

priced $11.50

ofle
mei

suits

are

full

tailored and correct

broadcloths and mix·

$25.00.

materials and most fashat
14 years in a broad range

popular
1

to

Persons living at a distance and unable to visit our
or^er service.
store are invited to make free use of our mail
will be delivMAIL
BY
MERCHANDISE ORDERED
ered free of transportation charges anywhere in New

England.

range of prices, but in ever
instance the intrinsic value of thi
fabric is absolutely unequalled. Th

$15

to

of fine

gabardines,

MAIL ORDER SERVICE

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

our

our

assortment

Made up in all the
ionable colors, sizes age
very reasonable prices.

$15, $18, $20, $26, $30,
and up to $36

fabrics in

good

CHILDREN

You Can Pay a
Whole Lot More
But you can't get more than we
here in Taylor made clothes for
and young men.

a

shown in serges,

WARM COATS FOR WOMEN, MISSES AND

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

is

postpaid.

Hosiery

It has shape, style and comfort, leaving out the
Cotton and Cashmere grades.

for Men and Women.

Constitute a strong featu-e in the showing of the new
Wool dre«<s goods priced from 25c to
fall merchandise
send for
If
you cannot visit the store,
$2.co per yard.
s» nt express and
at
sold
Λ11
regular
price,
goods
samples.

MAINE

NORWAY,

0

quality, pure wool throughout, thor
oughly shrunk and far superior t< >

1

anything usually shown at this price
The same comparison goes all alonj ;
the line. Save your money by gel
ting your clothes
at

latest

Let

styles

and fabrics.

LEFT AT A

VERY LOW PRICE!

Taylor Do Your Tailoring

W. 0. FROTHINGHAM,

South Pari
Maine.

FEW

REFRIGERATORS

made here and gt

the same time a better style, bette r
and a better variety of th

tailoring

A

South

J. F. Richardson,

Paris,

....

Maine.

DISPLAY

MILLINERY
OF

Fall and Winter Hats
Call and look them

You

over.

will be welcomed.

SMILEY,

MRS. L. C.

South Paris, Maine.

Bowker Block,

a

your house,

moment in the

cold

2 If cake
sticky,
has not beeu sufficiently baked or too
much sugar is used.
3 Bread Hour may be used Id place
of pastry hour for cuke making, provided two tablespoonfuls of cornstarch are
substituted for two tablespoonfuls of
tlour in each cnp.
4 Fine-gramed sugar makes better
cake than coarse-grained.
5 It takes one and one-third cups of
powdered sugar to equal a cup of granulated sugar, and one and one-half cups
of browu sugar to equal one of granulated sugar.
β Eggs preserved in water glaBR or by
other reliable methods may be used in
cake making in place of fresh eggs.
7 Egg powders are successful in cakes
containing fats, but In sponge cakes
fresh eggs should be used.
8 Oue-half of a cup of chicken fat is
i
equal to one-half cup of butter.
9 One half of a cup of cotton seed oil,1
less one tablespoonful, is equal to one-,
half cup of butter.
10 One-fourth of a cup of butter plus
three tablespoonfuls of lard equals one· j
balf cup of butter.
11 Water in which potatoes have:
been boiled may bo used as a suitable
substitute for sweet milk in making
!
cake.
12 Cake containing fruit must be
baked very slowly because part of the
fruit will be at the surface and if this is
scorched, the flavor is spoiled.
13 When nuts are used in a cake a
little less shortening is necessary.
14 If hot melted fat is added to cake
batter, it makes it coarse in grain, rather!
tough in texture, and less light than it
would be otherwise.
1ΰ The object of beating egg-white is
to entangle as much air as possible.
16 If egg-wbitee are beaten too long,
they liquify and do not hold as much
!
air.

little

Albany
Boston

Look for the Triangle
Trademark.
Sold in many styles and
size3 at all hardware and
stores.

ma

at tbe base of tbe

appeared, generally

supervenes."

wart that malignancy

A Patty Complexion.
After a busy day of golfing and an
evening of automoblling .lane's skin
was Irritated from the combined effects
of suu and wind, so she liberally "cold
creamed" her face and bands aud settled herself for a good night's rest
In a few minutes her face began ti
"At last." she
feel stiff aud drawn.

award Pan»·
Pacific Bxpoeifjoo

uui

LL1&

«v^vu

ηαινι.

|>wUwVw

STANDARD
SEWING

MACHINES.

W. J. WHEELED & CO.,

VEGETAnLE SOUP

South Paris.

Two rounds fresh beef or mutton.
cup each of beans, fine cut cabbage,
potatoes, onions, and more vegetables of
any kind that you choose. When the
meat is done take it out and pick fine.
Noodles added to beef soup or chicken
broth makes excellent soup, with or
without the addition of vegetables.
Tbey may be added to potato soup
made without meat with excellent results. One can use rivels made of egg
and flour instead of noodles. Still another good result can be obtained by
adding well mashed rice or short lengths
of macaroni to any nice meat broth.
Always serve soup hot, not lukewarm,
and be sure it is well seasoned, for poorly seasoned soup is far from appetizing.
One can add celery, parsley, or even
celery salt to many Roups to improve
their flavor. Onions are good in many
soups, but some do not like their flavor.
one

High grade

and

Economical
per square

SOLD ONLY BY

S. P. Maxim & Son
Maine

Pittsburgh

Perfect Fence
THE BEST WIRE
FENCE MADE!

Salted Peanuts.
The peanuts should be fresh roasted.
Shi)ll the nuts, and push off tbe skins.
Beat the white of an egg slightly, then
pass through a fine strainer. Have a
few outs in tbe left hand. Dip the tips
of the lingers of the right hand into the
egg and with them roll tbe nuts in tbe
other hand, over and over, to coat them
with the egg completely but lightly.
Drop the nuts on an agate pan; continue
in the same manner nntil a layer of nut·
is formed on tbe pan, tbeo dredge with
salr, mix thoroughly and let brown delicately ly in the oven. Stir tbe nuts occasionally while tbey are cooking.

We ought to see to it that we eat and
sleep efficiently, that we do not cheat our
a
full
car
have
load
the
of
At a very low price we
bought
stomachs to please our palates and do
not dawdle away our time. Listening
to the clock strike at night is as lazy a
habit as watching it in business hour·.
which we shall receive before May 1st. This is an electric And when
we
go in for pleasure we
welded fence and has stood the test for years. It costs no shoid 1 look ont that we get the worth of
our time and money.
We ought not to
more than the inhuman barbed wire fence which so many waste our playtime in doing anything
lens than what we most delight in doing,
times injures your stock.
so far as that is attainable.
This also is
an essontial part of the efficient life
Stock fence runs from 32 inches to 58 inches in height,

PITTSBURGH PERFECT FENCE

Remember
and shall make

any

height desired.

bought very low by taking
our price accordingly.

we

a

full

car

load

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST FENCE IN THE WORLH.

A.

W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH

PARIS,

CASTORIA
Πι KM Yw Han Allan Mt
For Infants and Children,

MAINE.

Bears the

Signature
of

wash boiler can be placed at the back as
well as in front for quick heating, leaving
the front holes free for cooking.
The Glenwood Shelf Under Oven Door is
not stationary—it automatically raises
and lowers as oven door is opened or
closer!. It is always level with oven bottom—a great convenience when basting
meats or removing food.

lut?

ir»viuuuu

Two Men Who Think a· One.
Id his book, "Contemporary French
Dramatists." Barrett II. Clark, writing
of the famous collaborators, Flore anil
Caillavet, quotes the latter In describmanner frozen
in
this
(tolled
doue,
ly
ing how their work le done:
potatoes will not taste sweet.
"Our system of collaboration works
so well that I am really unable to say
Sunday.
which part of a play Is my own and
The perfect Sunday is thus defined i which
my partner's. In fact, we talk
by Judge Alton R. Parker: "Rest, quiet, j a plot over, one of us rejecting an idea,
a little prayer, a bit of a sermon, a deal I
It Is
the other arguing In its favor.
of heartfelt worship, a hearty tightencurious, but often one of these discusing of family ties, some contemplation sions ends by my accepting my conof man's duty to God and his neighbor
frere's proposal and rejecting my own,
and the citizen's duty to the state and
while he docs the same with mine.
a deed or two of kindness."
When we come to the dialogue we talk
it to each other. Thus It Is made, not

Our unconscious education proceeds
at all times, and produces the most permanent and far-reacbing
results.
It
comes in myriad forms, subtly penetrates to the recesses of being, creates
and satisfies hungers, and develops and

assures

personality.

We are only beginning to appreciate
tbe wonderful regenerative and vital
power of joy in human life. It apbullds,
uplifts, and creates beyond any other
mental factor. Schiller said: "Joy is
the mightiest causal force in nature'·
wide domain."
To put a new wick easily into any
thread a needle, run the
thread across the wick, and pass the
needle through tbe burner.

lamp burner,

The Ash Pan rests

on a

roller bearing

framo—just open door and it rolls out
the slightest touch, neat and clean.

at

is smooth and perfect
the easiest of any to clean —a real delight
to the most exacting housekeeper.

Glenwood Iron

—

Variation·.

Weight
I written. We have come now, partly
A man weighs less at noon and midas a result of our constunt working tothe
at
or
sunset
sunrise
at
than
night
gether, partly as α result of our commoon,
full
owing
and
moon
new
of
time
mon tastes, to think us well as write
then
attraction
sun's
and
to the moon's
as a single being."
Is
he
subject
acting together. In fact,
to the same force which causes the
An Easy Surrender.
tides.
"The trouble with my wife," said
Blathers, "is that she always insists oi\,
Presumption.
word."
"Those new neighbors have very pre- having the last
the
said
philosopher.
"Πα-hum!"
he.
said
children,"
sumptuous
see—what Is the lust word?''
"Let's
think
they
she.
"They
"Yes." replied
to the dictionary. "The last
have a perfect right to get out In the He turned
he continued, "is *zyxoin
here."
word
ours
as
street and make as much noise
ma,' meaning an Indian llbellulid drugdo."—Washington Star.
on fly, having a lurge head, narrowSeems to
face and very large eyes.
His Suggestion.
me, Blathers, that, considering how
fellow
a
such
knew
never
Wigwag—1
have in the ordinary con
Ile is always looking for little call you
as RJones.
of
the ordinary day for a
versation
trouble. Henpecked—Then why doesn't
word like that, you might, for the sake
lie net married?--Exchange.
I am sure
of pence, let her have It.
that if I had a wife and she wanted α
The finest edge is made with the
word like 'zyxomma,' rather than give
blunt whetstone.--.lohn l.yly.
rise to zymotic disturbances in the famOUR

VEGETABLE SOUP
TWO CHILDREN HAD CROUP.
Two carrots, oue-fourth head of cabThe two children of J. W. Nix, Clevebage, and two turnips chopped tine, boil land, Ga., had croup. Ho writes: "Both
one bnur in
water to cover, add two
got so choked up they could hardly
chopped potatoes and meat stock, and breathe. I gave them Foley's Honey
cook one-half hour longer. Season to aDd Tar and nothing else and it comtaste.
pletely cured them." Contains no opi-

Send for Catalogue.

poultry fence in

Top is interchangeable—cross pieces can not warp —a

The Glenwood Sectional

α

VU

simply

moving clinkers.

.....

TOMATO SOUP
Nothing saps the vitality like kidney
One pint canned tomatoes, one quart trouble. It causes backache, headache,
"always tired"
boiling water, let boil, add one small stiff joints, sore muscles,
and other ills. To
teaspoonful soda, while foaming add one feeling, rheumatism
must be healthy. Fopint sweet milk, salt, pepper, and plenty be efficient, you
of butter. When this begiDs to boil add ley Kidney Pills strengthen the kidneys,
of filtering out
eight small crackers, rolled fine. Serve help them do their work
the waste matter
from the system
at ooce.
that causes the trouble.—A. E. Shurtleff
CREAM UEAN SOUP
Co., 8. Parle.
Oue pint of white beans, parboil until
skins can be loosened by blowing, add
Judge—Did you have a license to
one-fourth teaspoonful soda, drain, add
that stuff?
two quarts water, boil two hours, season peddle
George Washington Jones—Ah sho
with oue half cup sweet cream, onedid, Jedge! When I peddled that stuff,
fourth cup butter, pepper and salt to
Ah wuz p'fcctly licentious.
taste.

South Paris,

fine for reIt is
triangular in shape,
with three different
sides for wear.

and

second. Its maximum range
1b twenty kilometers, or about twelve
and a half miles, and the shot covers
this distance In ninety-live seconds. If
feet

Her elder sister—Marjorie, how dare
One quart of water, four good siz^d
potatoes, boil till tender, take out and you? Get off Major Snorter's knee at
masb smoothly, return to same water, once!
add one pint nvlk, season well with butMarjorie—Shan't! I got here first.
ter, pepper and salt, boil up once aud
serve hot.
HOW TO BE EFFICIENT.

ROofiNG

The Glenwood Revolving Coal Grate is easy
to shake at all times,

i

plosives in the largest German guns.
thought, "the expected has happened Ifteir 40.0 centimeter (sixteen inch)
I have paralysis."
gun represents on tiring a force of
Her uervousness increased wheu bet 300,000,000 foot pounds, "equal to the
fingers became unmanageable and hei impact that would result from the fall
skin beiran to crack and snap.
of a block of granite thirty feet long,
She hastily turned on tbe light and
thirty feet wide and twenty feet thick
and
found her face alarmingly waxy
dropped from a height of 110 feet"
cause?
sliiny. What could be the
The 30.5 centimeter (twelve inch)
ot
Finally she rushed for the tube
Krupp gun fires a projectile weighing
It was labeled "Library
cold cream.
445 kilograms (081 pounds), which
Paste."—ïouth's Companion.
leaves a barrel with a velocity of 2,01)0

potato soup

s

far ahead of any other it is as positive
The Glenwood Balanced Raking Damper is
to start the fire, closed to bake—just this
switch—open
railroad
of
a
as the turning
and best all, it can't warp or stick.
one damper for kindling or baking

What Modern Quna Do.
The Scientific American makes an Interesting calculation on the force of ex-

ily I'd give In."—John Keudrick Bangs
JITNEY OFFER—This and 5c. in New York Times.
Don't mise this. Cut out tbin slip,
enclose with five cents to Foley & Co.,
Chicago, III., writing your name and adFloorwalking and Spelling.
Good Soups.
dress clearly. You will receive in reTho worst thing about the following
During the cold season of the year turn a trial package containing Foley's
it Is true and, what's more,
soups of various kinds are very appetiz- Ilnney and Tar Compound, for coughs, Is that
ing. Serve them with crisp crackers or colds and croup. Foley Kidney Pills, that It happened in one of IMttsburgh's
toasted bread. Here are a few good and Foley Cathartic Tablets.—A. E.
stores.
ones:
The girl, stylishly attired, stepped up
Shurtleff Co., S. Paris.

$1.60,-1.90,-2.25

Glenwoods are always Brim Full
of New Wrinkles

functions as rational creatures in proportion as we carry further the distinction between ourselves and the
brute creation—that is, in proportion as
of
we are better fitted for the discourse
reason.—John William Donaldson.

develop η sweet flavor when cooked If
Some Things to Remember.
they are placed in cold water to be
1 A good cake should be light, fine !
cooked. The cold water will then be
grained, tender and moist without being gradually brought to the boiling point
sticky.
until thoroughit is because it ! and the potatoes boiled
is
a

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

general

ity only
Tbe commodities themselves do
ease.
not actually cause cancer. They mereaddition to his understanding. Accordly render the tissues prone to it, wblcb ingly what we mean by saying that
seems to occur in a specific manner.
the object of education Is the cultivaThe commodities always in tbe first tion of our minds or that the goodness
usuInstance produce cell proliferation,
of an education varies with the deally in the natnre of a warty growth, gree of mental culture amounts simply
and it is not until an open ulcer bas to this—that we better perform our

ignored,

The Perfection is smokeless, odorless and absolutely safe.

Buffalo

much better alone

while we seek tbe florist's stock.

expense—ten hours of comfort on
Why
a single gallon of kerosene.

ifciocirJl Statical)

are

are

Glenwood

mind. The reader must not overlook
what Is meant by the word mind when
used In reference to education. That
some dumb animals are possessed of a
sort of understanding is admitted, but
it has never been asserted that they
enjoy the use of reason. Man, however, has the faculty called reason In

pur-!

trouble and it's very little

New York

Tbe effect was stunning, each bringing
out what was lacking in tbe other.
Many were the exclamations and comscheme.
pliments directed to that color
Violet and pink sweet peas are beautiful together whenlooeely arranged in a
flaring glass bowl.
Pansies are better wben arranged in
low glasses on a bed of white caraway
blossoms, wild ageratum, or clematis or
when combined with the beautiful pink

□. C. Ross of tbe Lister institute. London. writes to Nature "that the terms
Industrial cancer.' 'smoker's cancer.'
•sweep's cancer.* 'arsenic cancer.' etc.—
namely, the diseases caused by the
commodities mentioned—refer In realto a predisposition to tbe dis-

ΤΗ» Teat of Education.
The test of η pood education Is the
degree of mental culture which It Imparts, for education, so far as Its object
is scientific. Is the discipline of the

Sweet Taete of Frozen Potatoes.
fornia poppies, and coreopsis.
Many times during tbe winter and
us
on
about
look
We have only to
the housewife may find that tbe one of these
guns is fired in a due
and 1 spring
every side to tind plenty of unique
are sweet and
unpalatable north and south direction the projectile
potatoes
decorative
for
flowers
attractive
:
know
not
she
This
may
when cooke*.
will deviate a distance of 100 meters,
poses.
have been |
Tbe commonest blossome and berries : is because the potatoes
or 525 feet from its true direction owin
«--xi
.J AUj
and passed by ! frozen and boiled by dropping them
are too often
VI
ν«*·ι«·

take it wherever the extra heat
In five minutes it
needed.
is
changes chills to cheery warmth.

a

larkspur.

Cancer Conditions.
Explaining why such substances as
soot, arsenic, tobacco, petroleum and
some aniline dyes produce cancer. Dr.

and cannot stand combining with others, as for iustance nasturtiums, Cali-

day—if you

start a big coal fire when
oil heater will do ?

ed it—Insipid and colorless.
One day bis wife tried an unusual and,
for the
to her, unheard of combination
jar of unporch,—a huge North Carolina
glazed browu pottery tilled with canarycolored snap-dragons and deep bine

Many flowers

Just

no

Tbe man of the family was disappointed this season because the snapdragons
were all light colors and—as he express-

they
should be loosely arranged
inclined to be tigbt or stiff.
comwhen
is
lovely
always
Heliotrope
bined with half-blown hybrid rose buds
and their own foliage.
Old-fashioned bachelor buttons when
combioed with wild roses made an effective centre piece on a luncheon table
which received many compliments.

have a PerfectionSmokeless Oil Heater.

It's

Combination ol Flowers for Decorative Purposes.
Some combinations of flowers are ugly
and unnatural while others are exquisite and dainty.

as

chilly

a

or

|

English daisibs need mignonette, lemverbena or a frieze of skeleton geranium leaves to bring out their full beauty
and simplicity as table decoration and

room, a cold corner in

■*·

South Parle, Me

on

Comes λ\ ith You
needn't have

«sassrMBîffi·
COLUMN· Oxford Democrat,

and white clover.

The Fireside That
\TOU

HOMEMAKERS" COLUMN.

Γ *ιι

otoc

ages.—Α.

α

Hto nhlorrm

Ε. Shurtluff

η nan α

Co.,

air

S. Parie.

never

not

PREACHER WAS LAID UP.
Rev. C. M. Knighton, Havana, Fla.,
writes: "For three months I suffered
intense pain in the kidneys and back
which at times laid me np entirely. I
used 1 1-2 bottles Foley Kidney Pills and
all the pain disappeared. I feel aRif 20
years bad beeu added to my life." Resore
lieves
theumatism, backache,
muscles, stiff joints.—A. E. Sburtleff
Co., S. Parie.

Daughter—What

mean?

Mother—Anything
right, and you don't,

does

old-faabioned

that I
dear.

think

is

HOW AN ENGINEER KEEPS WELL.
Riilroad engineers are more exposed
E.
to catching cold than other workers.
G. Dunnapbant of Monette, Mo., has run
a Frisco engine 25 years and all the medicine be has taken is Foley's Honey and
Tar. Rewrites: "I always keep It in
my house and recommend It to all who
E.
have a bad cough or cold."—A.
Shurtleff Co., S. Paris.
Clerk—Couldn't I sell

player?
Smith—No, I married

you

a

piano-

one.

Clerk—I mean a mechanical one.
Smith—That's the kind I married.

Citrolax
CITKOLIX

CITROLAX
Best thing for constipation, sour stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bowels.
Stops a sick headache almost at once.
Gives a most thorough and satisfactory

flushing—no pain,

no

nausea.

Keeps

your system cleansed, sweet and wholesome.
Ask for Citrolax.—A. E. Shurtleff Co., S. Paris.

$100 Reward, $100

not keep cliitTon.
"Why," she g;isped, "you cannot pos
slbly mean that!"
In her eagerness she stepi>ed closer
to the stylishly attired man than Elea
nor Gale says a stylishly nttlred woman should, and looked over his shoul

der at the notebook.
"Oh, I see!" she said flatly ns she
moved off to ask for the girl at the
glove counter about the chiffons. The
man had been looking under the s'a.—
Baltimore Star.

The reader· of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there .is at least
one dreaded disease that aclence has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that la catarrh. Catarrh being greatly
Influenced by constitutional conditions
constitutional
treatment
requires
Hall's Catarrh Cure ia taken internally
and acts thru the Blood on the Mucous
Surfaces of the System thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
giving the patient strength by building
up the constitution ana assisting nature in doing its work. The proprietors have ao much faith in the curative
powers of Hall's Catarrh Cure that
they offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that It falls to cure.
Send for list
of testimonials.
Addreas: r. J. CHENET A CO.. Toledo,
Ohio, geld tqr all Druggist* TU.

AGENT FOR

BUSINESSLIKE FARMING.

Edison Diamond Disc
Phonographs and
Records.

The

A fine selection of Records

but

always in stock. Come in and

and

listen to them.

Enjoy Life

You Can

More than

Dyspepsia

give it the opportunity.
90 percent of the total payments

It may convey some Idea of the labor
required in the making of a large lens

required fur the grinding niid polishing
of α thirty Inch object glass. A little
lens two inches In diameter requires
the unremitting care and attention of
a skilled workman for two or three
days. It Is easy, then, to see why it Is
that even lenses for high class photo
graphic work are costly. A forty Inch
object glass for a large telescope can
not bo made in much less than foui
years' time, and If everything does not
go just right It may require much
longer than that
The Circular Saw.
In technical journals considerable discussion has taken place as to who Inrented the circular saw. The claim Is
mude that this kind of saw was In
vented and used by a wood turner
named Murray at Mansfield about the
The first saw Is descrll>ed
year 1820.
as having been about six Incites In diameter and was used on a wood turning lathe operated by water power.
James Murray, the Inventor, le said to
have been the son of old Joe Murray,
the favorite sen-ant of Lord Byron.
If It Only Were.
Little Johnny was sorely troubled
Prohibitions great and
one morning.
small met him at every turn. It was
"no" to this and "no" to that till at last
he began to cry, angrily exclaiming to
hie mother betweeen sot», "I wish 'no'

word, mamma, so you
couldn't say It"—American Boy.
was

α

swear

Flrmneaa of Purpo··.
Firmness of purpose is one of the
most necessary sinows of character
and one of the best instruments of
Without it genius wastes Its
success.
efforts In a maze of inconsistencies.

Expectation.
Montague—So the Jlmson girl eloped

with young Perkins? Are ber parents
much worried? Melissa—Awfully. Every day they are expecting
asking for money.—Judge.

a

letter

Those Funny Stories.
A well known trouble with conversa·
|tlon is that you can't talk to some men
half a minute without reminding them
of a funny story that isn't very funny.

—Toledo Blade.

Inquisitive.
Edgar, aged six, was recently sent to
school for the first time, and upon his
return home be asked, "Papa, who
taught Adam the alphabet?"

in the

WHAnSHEALTH?

Make up your mind NOW that you

regular depositor

Health is ease, sickness is dis-ease.
Health is ac-cord, sickness is dis-cord.
Bodily harmony means bodily health.
When every organ does its share of
work, and is in harmony with the
other organs, there is robust, joyous
health. If you are out of sorts and
unhappy, know the joy of living by
getting yourself healthy with the aid
It
of "L. F." At wood's Medicine.
eases the body of common ills and
keeps the stomach, liver and bowels
in tune.

will be

NORWAY. MAINE.

w

Twenty years' experience

it is

just

family

PYTHIAN

or

a

title
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OVER 65 YEArtS'
IENCE
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»

DR. AUSTIN TENNEY

NOT WEAR

Crossett Shoes

Trade Masks
Designs
CopvniGHTS AC·

A η Tone pending η nkeirh km!
Quickly ascertain our ο|>ιιιι< ιι f
<
iiivontion ii probably ratent u:
tloinntrlctlycmilMcntlal. Μ Α Γ4 C L
sent free. OMont «k-orirjr tor ·.'<·
I
l'aient* taken through Mui
tpcial notice, without chrrk-e, lu ti.··

»
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Scientific America

OCULIST

Will be at bis Norway office over C. F.
Ridlon's grocery etore Friday, Oct. 29,
and the last Friday of each following
Portland office, 548 1-2 Conmonth.

The best dressed

men

of America

are wearers

It is the leader of foot fashions

of Crosrfett shoes.

and comfort; hence Crossett is

S8tf

more

A handsomely lllnstratcd weoklr.
culutlon of nuy sclenllUc 1 urt:al.
year: (our months, |L Bold byutl

seen

look

BOSTON AND PORTLAND LINE.

over

$4.50

m.

INTERNATIONAL LINE.

■

opportunity

you have and

this line of Crossett shoes for

Prices the world

and Gov. Dlngley.
Steamships
I.oave Frank'ln whnrf, Portland, week days at
7 .ΌΟ ρ· m. Returning, leave lloston week days
State

\N. O.

1

Yes—Many People

have told us the same story— ·ii.-tres·
after eating, gases, heartburn. A

Dyspepsia
Tablet

Call in the next

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE.

Stcami-hlps Northland nod Nortb Star. Leave
Franklin wharf, Portland, Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday at β: 00 p. no.

I

llrnnch OIBco. É25 F 8t„ WaahiDct

of America.

Ail-the-Way-hy-Water

!

Τ

tu» >·'■■■■

MUNN £ Co.364Broad,%a) New Ycrk

universally

than any other footwear along the fashionable avenues and boulevards of the leading cities

EASTERN STEAMSHIP UNES

Steamships Calvin Austin and Gov. Cobb.
Leave Portland Monday, Wednesday and Fri(or Kastport, Lu bee and St.
day at f> 00 p. m.
Jonn. Return leave St. John Monday, Wednesday and Frldav at 9:00 a. m. ; leave Portland for
Ronton Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at
7:00 a. m.,due Bouton 2:00 p. m.
H. A. CL Λ Τ, Superintendent,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Maine.
40tf

t

cake you stirred up for the
a splendid big rich one for

WHY

at ? KM p.

all

South Paris,

Wonderful for pastry, too, and just as good
for biscuits, hot rolls and bread.
Goes farther—a help in household economy
—because it is milled by a special process
from Ohio Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will have it. Good grocers like
1611
Tell Hour

work.

Bar

ma-1

sale

.the birthday party.

specialty.

gres» Street.

that

tor

General Insurance

Light, tender, mouth-melting cake, the
kind that you are proud to serve, whether

carefully
in

everything

hand and

Makes Cakes Like This!

I have both village and farm propalso high grade bonds for sale.

a

and

C. E. TOLMAN

-Λ

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

Examination cf titles

Wood Fiber Plaster,

South Paris, Maine.

Real Estate
and Securities

investments

Concrete Blocks,

J. B. COLE & SON,

Bookeh.

SOUTH PARIS

and

r.'.ai!.

Brick, Cement,

on

Hastings Bean

Loans

cents

next

Norway, Maine.

Mtf

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

35c bottle at your nearest
Buy
store, or write today for a free sample.
FREE.—On receipt of a yellow outside
wrapper with your opinion of the medicine,

made.

by

WM. C. LEAVITT CO..

with this Bank.

a

erty,

one

a

Oakland, Maine.
We have used L. F. Atwood's Medicine for
nine years and tind it excellent for sick headaches. My husband takes it for cat in his
stomach. We give it to our two little girls
for biliousness and when troubled with worms.

J.

Get

bill the second time.

Well

L.

with size.

checks returned to you by the Bank, are an ever
a
present guarantee that you will never have to pay

Ch*·. H. HowirH Co.

Ernest

That art
If in need send tii :

United States are
by checks—the most conof
form
venient
money. Checks are the safest kind
of money, safer than currency, for your cancelled

Tablet
only

Mes.

That will fit.

safe.

made

before and after each meal. Sold
by us—25c a box.

Keep

believe that it pays to use the most modern
approved methods in every branch of farm work.

we

way if you will

Eat what you want and not be troubled
with indigestioni^you will take a

How to

Bank does not propose to tell
vicinity how to run their business,

We are particularly well equipped to serve the
Start an account
farmer in his financial matters.
here. This Bank will give you a hearty welcome
and is sure that it can help you in every particular

Pythian Block, South Paris, Me.

CHIMNEY FLUE STOPPERS

Norway National

the farmers of this

Making Lenses.
There Is absolutely no other human
send one of our Nee.lie Books with a
occupation that requires the accuracy we will
assortment of high grade needles, useful
of observation and the delicacy of good
tn every family.
touch that are requisite for the makPortland. Me.
«L F." MEDICINE CO,
are
the
finest
lenses.
These
of
the
ing
most perfect products of human hands.

n^isa.

pugiliste."
exactly. But I know one
who said her husband was a prize. If
he was, she ia uow a prize fighter."
"Women are

"Maybe

to the still more stylishly attired floorwalker and inquired where she would
find the chiffon. The floorwalker consulted a notebook. lier surprise came
when he gravely told her that they did

TOLMAN

2D

Ο.

men.

NOTICK.

over

and

before and after each meal will relieve
you. Sold only by us—25c.
Cha·. H. Howard Co.

$5.00

Frothingham,

SOUTH PABIS.

for
In the District Court of the United State*
lUitrlct of Maine. In Rankrupuy.
In the matter of
)
IRWIN It. LOW Κ
J In Bankruptcy
of Tarte, Bankrupt. )
In
To tho creditors of Irwin It. Low·1

County of Oxford and district aforesaid
·>
Notice te hereby given that on the >th day
H.
October, A. D. 1915, the said Irwin ι!»' βι™
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
at t··'
meeting of hta creditor* will 1* held s
olllce of the Keferee, No. 8 Market square.
A. " ''{Λ*
<Vt„
of
on
the
27th
Maine,
day
Farta,
at 10 o'clock tn the forenoon, at which Unjc
«■·»■»·.·
said creditors may attend, prove their
»"'■
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt.
tr&naact »uch other business
lie fore said meeting.
South Part·, Oct. 8, 1»15.

as

may

propeny

come

4141

WALTBB L. «RAY.
_
Bate*· la BankruptcT

/

